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PREFACE 
The subject under discussion is a review of two years of 
clinical work carried on with a group of post adolescent boys at the 
Hayden Goodwill Inn, a shelter home for transient boys in Boston. 
The procedure in use is that promulgated by a group of constitutional 
psychologists., who maintain that the foundations of human behavior lie 
in the native physical endowments of the individual. The originality 
of this hypothesis is a comprehensive and objective description of the 
physical and emotional patterns to be found in the human race . 
This paper will state the thesis of Constitu·cional Research, 
review the setting of the clinical program and t hen enumerate the 
tentative findings from a study of 105 cases . 
The writer is greatl y indebted to the Staff of Goodwill Inn 
for their cooperation in making available the case material used in 
t h is study. Ttis appreciation is also ext ended to the Constitutional 
Psychologist , Dr. Yfilliam H. Sheldon, of Harvard University 1 who is 
the director of the Constitution Cl inic at the Inn, and with whom the 
writer has been associated as an assistant for two years. 
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PREFACE 
The subject under discussion is a review of two years of 
clinical wo rk carried on with a group of post adolescent boys at the 
Hayden Goodwill Inn, a shelter home for transient boys in Boston. 
The procedure in use is that promulgated by a. group of constituti onal 
psychologists., who maintain that the foundations of human behavior lie 
in the native physical endowments of the individual. The originality 
of t h is hypothes i s is a comprehensive and ob jective description of the 
physica l and emoti onal patterns to bt;J found in the human race. 
This paper will state the thesis of Constitutional Research., 
review the setting of the clinical program and then enumerate the 
tentative ftndings from a. study of 105 cases. 
The writer is greatly indebted to t he Staff of Goodwill Inn 
for their cooperation in making available the case material used in 
t h is study. Tt is appreciation is also extended to t he Constitutional 
Psychologist, Dr. William H. Sheldon, of Harvard University, who is 
t he direc to r of t he Constitution Cl i nic at the Inn, ancl with whom the 
write r has been associated as an assistant for two years . 
vi . 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION -- THE PROBLEM 
The Growing Interest in Clinical Studies of Adolescent Developmr:n t. 
The public has long been interested in the proper care of the 
young. This country has shovvn considerable enthusiasm for the establish-
ment of orphanages, protective societies, and the like to gather in and 
treat children and youth in need of assis tance . 
A clinical approach to human maladjustments came only after a 
schema was set forth as an orientation. Although medical practitioners 
had long observed that human behavior is dependent on the proper condi-
tioning of the entire persona, it re:ti1.a.ined for Sigmund Freud to offer 
the first objective formulation of the developmental process, and a 
technique for readjustment in cases of disorder . Although there ware 
psychotherapi sts previous to Freud , he must be credited with bringing 
the analytical concept before an astonished world . He faced rather 
dramatically the hostile protests of intrenched folk who sought to "cast 
out s pirits''by a muddle of exorcism and religious fonrualism. Freud 
suggested that human maladjustments need to be approached through 
clinical procedures by men trained to observe and describa.1 One may 
have cause to disagree with many of Freud's interpretations, including 
his tendency to over-emphasize the "feeling " or "affective " area of' human 
emotions . Yet he broke with the past and introduced the research spirit 
into the study of human personality. 
1 . Stef'an Zweig, Mental Healers_ (Translated by Eden and Cedar Paul , 
:New York: Viking Press, 1934) . See Chapter III on Freud. 
Dr. William Healy, earlier of Chicago and nav of Boston, is 
given t he credit for being largely responsible in applying the techniques 
of psychotherapy to the proble.ms of juveniles and adolescents. This 
innovation may have come as a reaction to the Freudian wave, which reached 
American in the first decade of this century. Since Healy's first work 
in Chicago, there have been evidences that many of the related fields 
interested in human development and adjustment are using the clinical 
method to discover i'acts . The clinical approach to any problem appears 
to be first an adequate training in the descripti~ disciplinary sciences, 
a preliminary period of internship to sharpen one r s powers of observe.tlon 
and the final accomplishment of a developing ability to analyze individual 
differences in the patients under observation. 
The Objectivity of Social Vvorlc: 
I t would be too tedb..ts and too far removed from the limitations 
of this paper to give any adequate interpretation of the present develop-
ment in the fields of the social and physical science~ as they concern 
the treai:ment of adolescents. One might enumerate these fields as being 
Medicine , Psychiatry, Psychology, Sociology, Education , Social Work and 
Religion . The point of interest at the moment is the adaptation of the 
clinical procedure to Social Work . 
From the his torioal surveys of the field, one might w·ell conclude 
that social wbrk is a cousin increasingly removed from the fie l d of 
. 1 . . 2 re ~g~on. The element of similarity lies in the use of "rapport" , 
"pe rsuasion" and "personal magnetism" as a means of affecting those in 
2 . A.G. Warner , Stuart Queen~ Ernest Harper , American Charities and 
Social Work (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell , 1937) . 
2. 
need of orientation. A practitioner can often succeed with a low endow-
ment of these qualities, if he is well equipped with technical skill to 
serve the need. The writer's observation has been that much of the 
success in religion, social work and even education seems largely depen-
dent on the affeoti ve quality of the praoti tioners. This may be due to 
the fact that the technical skills in these fields are not as well 
deve l oped as those in the more descriptive professions, such as medicine 
arrl psychiatry. 
Ho~rover, the trend in the "affective" fields is rapidly in the 
direction of objecti'ITe description. This fact is particularly true of 
social work, where it is associated with the medical and psychiatric 
pro~essions . There is such dynamic grov~h in social work techniques to-
day, that .one might say the field has no clearcut body of information to 
offer those in training. The social worker must grow as the field grcwfs. 
Part of the problem lies in the education of professional workers. The 
present tendency seems to be one of making the curricula more replete 
with courses in scientific description, such as psychiatry and medicine. 
There is a healthy relationship betvroen social work training and the 
professions with whom social workers are associated . 
The social worker's contribution to adolescent treatment is not 
wholly dependent on his mvn profession• He takes his cue largely from 
the more descriptive fields. If t he latter are inadequate, the quality 
of social work at this level ?Till be correspondingly poor. It is con-
ceivably possible that the social work profession might, through proper 
research, offer to its members improved standards of diagnosis and 
3 . 
treatment that are not too deeply involved in medical specialization, and 
yet are more objective than some of' the present methods . 
Toward an Adequate Differential Schema for Diagnosing and Treating .Adoles-
cent Maladjustments. 
The treatment of adolescents is largely in the research s ·ta.ge. 
When the Gluecks made a survey of' the .combined efforts of the Boston 
Juvenile Court and the Judge Baker Guidance Center in the treatment of' 
juvenile delinquents, they s howed that the degree of' success was rather 
3 disheartening . This is no condemnation of' the agencies concerned, but 
it points to a weakness in the whole approach of treatment clinics: f irst, 
the techniques for describing individual differentiations need sharper 
focusin g to meet the large variety of' observed problems; and second, the 
need of' a correlated treatment process in keeping with the recommendations 
made by the diagnosticians. 
The balance of this pape r will be given to a pref,lentation of' an 
experiment in diagnosing and t reatment 105 cases selected from the files 
of the Constitution Clinic at Goodwill Inn. 
---·---------------------------------------------------------------------------3 . Sheldon and E.T. Glueck~ One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents 6 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press~ 1934). 
4 . 
CHA.PTER II 
THE SCHEMA OF CO:NSTITUTIO'NA.L RESEARCH 
The present leader of Constitu tional Psychology is Dr. William H. 
Sheldon, fonnerly of the University of Chicago, and now of Harvard Uni-
versity. His training has included psychology, medicine and a wide con-
tact with the clinical developments in these fields. The foundation of 
his t hinking may be read in his first book. 1 The second book on physical 
t ypes, published last year, gives technical respectability to this school 
2 
of thought . 
The Historical Development of Constitutional Research. 
The field is not startlingly new. Medical men have for centuries 
observed tre phenomena of body types in relation to specific illnesses . 
Hippocrates , the fe.ther of medicine , described an "apoplectic" type of 
individual who was susceptible to coronary and cerebral disorders, and a 
fragile type who contracted tuberculosis quite readily. Other items of 
early historical interest are to be found in the second chapter of Sheldon's 
book on types. 3 
Coming down to the Nineteenth Century, it is of interest to note 
that the most significant cont ributions in the field were made by the 
French and Italian observers . The work of Rostan, Gall and Spurzheim was 
allmved to degenerate to the quackery of phrenology. About 1885 an Italian 
l ., W.H. Sheldon, Psychology and the Promethean Will (New York: Harpers, 
1936). 
2 . Sheldon, · Stevens and . Tucker 1 The }larietie s of' Human Physique (Nevr York: 
Harpers, 1940) •. 
3 . Ibid.~ P• 10, ff~ 
- . 
anthropologist, di Giovanni. revived the efforts of the earlier thinkers. 
His pupil 1 Viola, made some interesting notes on types, but he fell into 
the use of a. dichotomy of description and neglected the more exact 
trichotomy that had been conceived by the earlier anthropologists . 
Na.cca.rati, a. pupil of Viola's, attempted to find a. correlation 
between body types and intelligence . He vrorked a. t Columbia. University 
in this country and crea. ted quite a. flourish in the early 1920's. The 
correlations betw·een body t ype s and intelligence were not too encouraging 
or fruitful. 4 Perhaps the reasons for failure lay in the fact that the 
descriptive measuring of body types vre.s not well defined, and the concept 
of "intelligence" was too general . 
The most significant contribution to the field of constitutional 
research, up to the time of its publication, was the work of Er nst . 
Kretschmer, a. psychiatrist and neurologist connected with the University 
of Ivl.a rburg. This scholar undertook to describe the body types of clinical 
entities such as manic depressive and schizophrenic psychoses.5 His · 
writing is illustrated with type photograps, and h e rrakes some attempt to 
describe the temperament carried by the various anomalies seen in the 
cl inics. Kretschmer's book was well received and quite widely read, but 
he offered no sh~rp differential for measuring and describing t~~es . He 
did return to the use of a. trichotomy and called h is physiques pyknic , 
athletic and leptic. These corres pond with Rostan' s description a. 
century earlier of the digestil~ musculaire and cerebral types. 
4.,. Ibid., P• l4, ff. 
---5 - Ernst Kretschmer, Physique and Character (in German, Berlin: Springer6 
1921; Eng . Trans. W.J.H. Spr ott. London: Kesan Paul, Trench6 Trubner 6 
1925). 
6. 
The University of Chicago Studies. 
In the early 1920's Sheldon and his associates at the University 
of Chicago became i nterested in the >vork of Naccarati and sought to make 
certain correlations of their own between specific body measurements and 
personality rating scales. The results seemed to indicate that there was 
a relationship between physique and the traits of temperament. The pyknic 
bu:\.lds appeared to carry high sociability 1 the athletic builds seemed to 
express great assertion and the leptic builds tended to s how emotional 
restraint. In those days the Chicago group had just the beginnings of 
a sharp schema for measu ring individual differences. 6 
Bu t they by no means de pended upon the work of their predecessors. 
The process of photographing the body was possibly su .:; gested by Kretschmer. 
In later editions of :-ds work he omitted the athletic type and returned to 
a dichotomy. 
The Chicagoans carried on most of their early work among college 
aoys on the campus . One reason for this ~~s been the willins ness of 
students to cooperate in "guinea pig" experiments. With the slight evidence 
that some correlation existed between body types and temperament expression, 
t he Chicagoans set about to photograph the entire exposed body of many 
university male students in the attempt to build up statistical data from 
body measurements. Over a period of fifteen years s ome 15,000 photographs 
have been taken and measured . These for.m the bas is of the present develop-
ment in the field of Constitutional Psychology, or medical psychology. as 
it has often been called. 
6 . Sheldon, Unpublished lecture no tes in Constitutional Psychogy 1 Harvard 
University, first seme ster, 1940-1941. 
7 . 
8. 
The Constitutional Concept of the Total Persona.Hty. 
In approaching t h e study of the total personality, t he present 
Constitutional psychologists take into consideration the entire range of · 
hereditary, physical , psychical and social development. At this point 
the perennial argument of the ascendancy of heredity or environment f a ces 
one. The Constitutionalists point out th;;;_t environment is certainly a 
most important factor in any adequat e study of human development and 
adjustment; but on the other hand they also hasten to remind one that the 
na tive endmvment may account for the success of adjustment made by the 
individual. In othe r words soc ial condi t ioning is largely dependent upon 
nat ive c onstitutional endowment. 7 A further elaboration of this problem 
will soon be pu~lished by Sheldon, it is anticipated. 8 
Figure ~presents diagramatically the Constitutional c oncept 
of the total personality. The f i g,ure is c onical in shape with the apex 
i nve rted. This corresponds with man's knowledge a b out himself, and with 
the degree of dissemination of this ini'orrna. tion among the masses. It is 
not choice alone that keeps one uninformed. Even with excellent 
scientific re search vre know too little about t he s olid physiological 
processes in human life. The expanding part of the cone is significant 
of the f a ct that the fhrther one progres s es toward the less teohnice.l 
fields of human inquiry, t he more one knows a b ou t t hem. 
The items to b e discussed are: heredity, embryoloGical develop-
ment, morpholog;y , clinical physiology, temperament, psychosocial adaptation, 
and t he levels o f avvareness . 
7 ·. Ibid. 
8 1 Sheldon,(Physique and Temperament ) unpublished manuscript. 
Fig. 1 . Graphic Structure of the Range of Rela:bed Levels 
in the Constitutional Description of the Total 
Personality. --
(C ourtesy of Dr. w. B. Sheldon). 9 
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9 . 
10. 
(a) Heredity-- The Constitutionalists maintain t hat 85 per cent 
of t he factors that make a su ccessful life ad justment lie in the heredity 
carried by t he individual. Morphology and tempe rauwnt are largely deter-
mined by the chromosomes combining when t he egg is fertilized by the sperm. 
Th is concept has often been frovmed upon as being fatalistic. I t s eems 
logical enough when applie d to controlled plant and animal breeding , but 
the human race seldom thinks of itself as be ing governed by the same 
heredi te.ry principles that work for order or h..avoc in the rest of nature. 
If it were possible t o carr-J on a: research project over e. span of several 
hundred years with man~ some very interesting data .qtight be gathered f'rom 
~the application of' the Hende lian laws of heredity . It is well for social 
workers t o investigate the hereditary backgrounds of clients in their 
attempt to estimate the possibilities for successful placement and treat-
ment at various social levels . 
\ {b ) Embryolog ical Development--The w..a.Jor concerns here are f'or 
t h e prenata l care of the child . The very interesting question as to the 
ettect of physiologi ca l chemist ry on the embryological development has 
r..ot been too satisfe.ctorily answered to date. I ncreasing research may 
revea l facts of major importance in the p renatal conditioning of the 
individual, a nd its affect on his adjustments after birth. 
(c) Morphology (somatotype)-- Th is is the actual physical con-
figuration that the individual derives from his heredity. Although the 
somatotype may be grossl;y distorted by prenatal influences, endocrine and 
nutriti onal imbalances~ and the like, it never varies actually in the 
component pattern which came with the heredity at conception. Morphology 
11. 
is the science of for-.u"lS. Except in rare j nstances p r ev-iously mentioned , 
small notice ha.s been paid to this problem in the development of man. 
Horse and catt le b reeders are particularly inte rested in typology. A hog 
is useft1l for bacon or l ard according to its build . A horse is equipped 
for racing, farm work or heavy hauling, depending on his morphology . The 
research in the Constitution Clinic at Goodwill Inn i ndica tes that certain 
somatotypes and temperaments are excellent for truck drivers , while others 
are well endowed f or universit-y professors. This is not a r:'..EI. tter of 
chance or c ond itioning , in !!lost case s . It is a. matter of s uccessful 
adaptation at one's level of endowment. This is not fatalism but reality . 
It would be fatal , indeed, if mankind were made vnth only one pattern. 
Is not the problem in all sciences dealing with h1..lllla.n beings that of 
assisting the individual to unders t and his assets and limitations, and then 
t o help h im ma1,:e the best adaptation accordingly? Human happiness appears 
to be a problem of living within one's capacities, and not attempting 
impossible exploits. The latter predicament is the essence of fatalism 
and frustration . Ma~r of the bays see n in the clinic carry such a cot'...flict 
because of an erroneov.s impression of their own capabilities. The im-
mediate treatment procedure, in such cases , is to pro vi de the client with 
an orientation tt>..at will at the same time remove the frustre. tion and 
direct the mot ivation toward individual capacities. 
Sheldon e.nd h is associs. tes have r evised t he terminology of the 
Kretschmerian t richotomy to conform with the direct relationship be ·bNeen 
eniliryology and morphology . The pyknic, athletic and leptic components 
10 
are now lmown as endomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy. These are the 
10 Sheldon, Vari etie s of Human Physique, P • 32. 
,. '· 
extremes. Af'ter fifteen years of careful measuring, Shelclon has found 
76 patterns or comb inations of the three extremes. This fact is Sheldon's 
most signif'icant original contribution to the work of typology. Instead 
of' individuals being~ of the three extremes , they are now conceived to 
bf.( a definite measurable combination of' all three components. The statis-
tical evidence for the known 76 patterns is presented in . the book on types .D 
Although one might carry a pre dominance of one of the extremes, he still 
bas some small endowment of tre other two, because of the embryological 
foundation of morphology . 
In the embryo are found three layers from which growth takes place: 
t he endoderm, or inside layer, the mescdenn or middle layer and the ectoder.m 
or outside layer. The morphology af'ter birth depends on the relative pro-
portion of the embryological endowment. The component , endomorphy, is de-
rived from the endode:nnal layer of' the embryo and is the most primitive 
ra. rt of' the structure. It contains the viscera, which are concerned with 
assimilative, excretory, circulatory, reproductive and other functions . 
Mesomorphy is the matured mes ode rrn and provides the frame of bone , muscle 
and connective tissue for the body. Ectomorphy, the outer layer, is the 
most highl y s pecialized of the components and is derived f'rom the ectodermal 
layer. It is composed of the skin, brain and nervous system, predominantly, 
and provides the individual with sensitivity to stimuli . 12 ·with each 
component rated on a scale of seven there is a theoretical possibility of' 
343 somatotype patterns . In reality only 76 recurring somatotypes have been 
f'ound in a carefill sampling of 4 1 000 college ma.les,
13 
and in subsequent 
samr: lings . 
12 Chanter III, pp 29-46. 
lLJ mf Chapter V.I, P• 141, H ' . Description of the Somatotypes. 
13 . • pp.-268-9. 
-====ll== 
12. 
13. 
Secondary cha r acte ristics of morphology. The Constitutionalists 
14 speak of physical attributes other than the prima.ry components. These 
are: texture or quality of the stock# gyna.ndromorphy or the bisexual ele-
ment in the physique , a r.d dysplasia or the disharmony between the major 
areas of the body . 
Texture or ! component is the degree of fine breed:i.ng in the 
individual. This quality is known among judges of livestock, etc., but it 
has never been measured in men except intuitively. The clinical finding!> 
among the boys under observation indicate that poor stock is sometimes 
the cause of inability to make a satisfactory· social adjustment. Social 
worLers , if taught the basic discipline for judging, can use this criterion 
successfully in estimating the level of treatment necessary for the client 
under observation. This is simply the tra i ning of intuition . 
The bisexual hypothesis is not a new one, but the physical mani-
festations of it have never been successfully measured objectively. The 
hypothesis states tha.t w:i.thin both male and female there is some proportion 
of the characteristic features of the opposite sex. The bisexual component 
in the male is called gyna.ndromorphy (woman-man). In the clinic this is 
lmown as the g component . I t can be objectively measured from the medical 
photograph in the laboratory. 
The t h ird characteristic of seconda!"'J morpholosy is dysplasia . 
This is the amount of di sha.rmony or d isa.greement · between the component 
pattern of one area of the body as compared with the patterns of the other 
areas . This concept invol-ves the problem of body symmetry and proportion. 
I t is of great tm;,)ortance as a f a ctor in pe rsona.li ty conflicts, as will be 
shcNn later. 
14":'" tl:>i.d . Chapter III. pp 67- 77 • 
====J.I== 
(d) Clinical Physiology--It would be interesting i f more research 
could ba done in endocrinology as it relates to Constitutional types . It 
has been observed , f or instance, that the metabolic rate of ectomorphs 
tends to be higher t:1an the other types, in some i nstance s . Thyroid 
funct i oning appears to p lay some part here • 15 It i s possible that the 
endocrine balance gives rise to immunit y from diseases . A careful study 
of c onstitutional medicine m:i.ght throw light on the interesting observa-
tion that certain individuals are susceptible to and otl-~ rs irrunune from 
diseases and i nfections . Th.e study of cancer, for example, g ives promise 
16 
of significant discoveries if attacked from the constitutional angle . 
(e) Temperament, emotion or motivat ion--Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary, t hird edition, 1930 , defines temperament as 111 . Internal 
constitution. 2. The physical and mental character of a n individual ." 
The Constitutionalists use the three words s omewhat synonymously. From 
whence do the "body tones " arise? 1iTany schools of psychology maintain 
that temperament is acquired . The classical description of the emotions 
as being feeling , willing and thinkins gives a more sol id foundation for 
constitutional t hinkins . Do these qua.li ties have a physiolog i cal s ource ? 
I n the clinical studies with adolescents one of the chief concerns has 
been the pr oblem of motivation as it relates to v ocational capacities. 
Unpublished studies s how the correlations between physique and ~emperament 
to be rather h igh. I t is anticipated the. t t hese f indings will be relased 
17 during the y ear in book form. 
15. Sheldon, Unpublished clinical lecture notes~ Goodwil l Inn, Constituion 
Clin ic, 1940-1941. 
lc - I bid . 
17 She ldo .• (Physique and Temperament), Unpublished manuscript. 
14. 
Even from casual observs:l:;ion one is able to note that the shy 
ectomorph makes a poor salesman; for example, in this case the affect is 
low and the inhibition is !li[;h . The p resent t y pe studies define the 
components of temperament to be in accord with the morphology. Since the 
viscera predominate in the endomorph1 the emotional tonus of affect or 
feeling is called viscerotonia. Likewise the frame or soma of the indi -
vidual gives rise to willing or conation; the tonic energy from this 
source is called somatotonia. Since the ectomorph excells in a physical 
economy of brain-nerve development, one speaks of the emoti onal derivative 
f t h . k" . t" - . b t . 18 o . 1n"1ng or cogn1 1011 as De1ng cere ro on1a. 
The concession made to the environmentalists is that temperament 
patterns, although cons ide red to be inherent in the physical structure, 
are nevertheless affected by early training and conditioning. This fact 
is clearly proved in the clinical studies of boys. In the p ost adolescent 
stage one is a ble to observe the internal chaos caused by a lack of early 
disciplining and c ontrol . 
( f ) Psychosocial Adaptation-~Vhat are the basic needs and wishes 
of man? Psychology :i.s replete with observati ons on this subject. The 
Constitutionalists group human needs around the three basic and rather 
primitive areas c oncerned with sustenance, sociability and reproduction. 
I n the evoluti ona,ry p rocess -t-J1e needs of life tend to emc-Jrge in this order. 
Then ·in addition there are the fields concerned >vith orientation or reli-
gion, ani the crowning accomplishment of aesthetic sensi ti vi ty and recreati 
The three components of temperament are expressed in the adaptive 
18 .. Ibid. 
20 . Sheldon, Psychology & the Promethean Will , Ch. 6, pp 103-33. 
====lF== 
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' HE SCA 
(Ra.t,e d rr. 
' Date 
R TEMPERAMENT 19 
Name 
( ) 1. 
2. 
( ) 3. 
I 
4. 
I 
VISCEROTONIA .... 
Relaxation in Posture 
Movement 
and 
Love of Physical Comfoi:t 
Love of Eating 
l-5. 
Socialization of Eating 
in Digestion 
I < ) 7. Adherence to Ceremony :md 
Formality 
I < > 8. Sociophilia 
H. Indiscriminate Amiability 
-- 10. Dependence on Social 
Approval 
- 11. Orientation to People 
( ) 12. Sustained Constancy of 
Emotion 
( ) 13. Tolerance 
( ) 14. Complacency 
15. Deep Sleep 
' I 
' I 
I 
! 
I 
l 
( ) 16. The Untempered ·· ·-- ·- j 
Characteristic ) 
( ) 17. 
18. 
Free Communication of \ 
Feeling, Extraversion of 
Viscerotonia 
Relaxation and SociophiJir 
under Alcohol 
-- Hl. Need of People when 
Troubled 
- 20. Orientation to\vard Child-
hood and Family Rela-
tionships 
1eve 1-point scale ) 
) Photo No. II 
l\fATOTONIA . . . . 
( ) 1. · lSSer liveness of Posture and 
Movement 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
2. ove of Physical Adventure 
3. The Energetic Characteristic 
4. ~eed and Enjoyment of 
Exercise 
5. Love of Dominating, Lust 
for Power 
( ) G. Love of Risk and Chance 
( ) 7. 
( ) tysical Courage for 
Combat 
( ) gressiveness 
-- W. Ps ychological Callousness 
11. Cl mstrophobia 
( ) 
15. 
( ) 16. 
- 17. 
.thlessness, Freedom from 
)queamislmess 
~ Unrestrained Voice 
'zontal Mental Cleavage, 
;traversion of 
matotonia 
Alcohol 
Need of Action when 
Troubled 
-~ - 20. Orientation toward Goals 
and Activities of Youth 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Scored by 
III 
CEREBROTONIA .... 
1. Restraint in Posture and 
Movement, Tightness 
2. Physiological Over-response 
3. Overly Fast Reactions 
4. Love of Privacy 
( ) 5. Mental Overintensity, 
Hyperattentionality, 
Apprehensiveness 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
6. Secretiveness of Feeling, 
Emotional Restraint 
7. Tense, Rap.i~ity of ~--- ,.-..• 
the Eyes and Face - --
8. Sociophobia 
( ) 9. Inhibited Social Address 
- 10. Resistance to Habit, 
and Poor Routinizing 
U. Agoraphobia 
12. Lability of Attitude and 
Feeling 
( ) 13. Vocal Restraint, and General 
Restraint of Noise 
14. Hypersensitivity to Pain 
15. Poor Sleep Habits, 
Chronic Fatigue 
( ) 1G. Youthful Intentness of 
Manner and Appearance 
- 17. Vertical Mental Cleavage, 
Introversion 
- 18. Resistance to Alcohol, and 
to other Depressant Drugs 
- 10. Need of Solitude when 
Troubled 
-- 20. Orientation toward the 
Later Periods of Life 
NOTE: The thirty trai1 •s wit brackets constitute collectively the short form of the scale. 
i 
1 1 T'ne I~oundation of behavior is the resultant of innate constitu-eve s. 
tional patterns conditioned by social stimuli and expressed in the fields 
21 t of human interests. A recognition and application of this process migh 
become the framework for rather significant therapeutic work in the future. 
Social workers are as free to usa the technique as any other group. 
(g) Levels of AWare~--The present clinical studies indicate 
tha t there are at le~st two dominant groups of individuals with different 
levels of awareness. There are t h ose with a deep conscious insight into 
what they feel, will and think; and then there is the second group who 
22 
cannot penetrate far below the conscious level. The first group tends 
to become schizoid when mentally deranged, while the second group leans 
toward the manic-depre :;sive category. Psychoanalysis seems to be most 
needed and most effective in the q~ses with a shallow level of conscious-
ness, rather trl8.n for those w·ith a vertical depth of awareness. Those 
with horizontal cleavage have great unplumbed depths of which they are 
often only remotely aware. Freud, among others, called this the sub-
conscious. A client with a vertical cleavage seems to be affected more 
instantly by stimuli than the horizontal group. The latter seems to carry 
a mo re solid impres sion of stereotype fashions and dominant mores in his 
subconscious level. This appears to act as an insulation against the 
necessity for constant response to stbnuli. 23 Jung gives an interesting 
24 historical survey of the problem in one of hi s works. 
21. See analysis sheets--Schedules 7 and 8, Appendix. 
22~ Sheldon, Unpubl i shed Clini cal Notes, Goodwill Inn, 1940-1941. 
23 . Ibid. 
24 , C.G.Jung, Psychological Types (Trans. by H.G. Ba~mes, London: Kagan 
raul, Trench, Trubner, 1923). 
17. 
Conclusions: 
This discussion of Constitutional Psychology gives a brief review 
of the orientation for the clinical case work done with post adolescent 
boys at Goodwill Inn. It wou ld be rather disadvantageous to present the 
research findings without amplifying a bit on the methodology or schema of 
diagnosis. The foundation for constitutional thinking is still in the 
process of being written. Many of the statements made in this chapter have 
come from unpublished lecture material. 
18. 
CHAPT.SR II I 
TECHNICAL AND ADMI NISTRATIVE PROCEDURES IN TEE RESEARCH CLINIC 
The work has been done at the Hayden Goodw·ill Inn, a transient 
and training h ome for boys between the ages of fifteen and twenty-one. 
One of the limiting f actors in rehabilitation is the location of the agency 
in one of the 1.~rorst slum sections of Boston, with all the accompanying 
elements of communit y disintegration, such as numerous sa loons, cheap 
gaming houses, and the like. 
The policy of the Inn has been to accept any boy, day or night, 
vrho is referred by a recognized social agency. In past years the Travelers 
Aid Society used it most frequently . Since the gift of the new building 
by the Hayden Youth Foundation in 1938 _, the housing facilities have been 
greatly increased, and there have been more agencies referring boys . The 
1940 stat is tics report some forty a gencies using the Inn, and a re r:;istra-
tion of 550 boys • . The greatest concentration of the population is during 
the vrinter months . 
The Constitution Clinic was established to aid the Inn Staff in 
making a rapid diagnosis of the problems of the boys under observation so 
tha·c a more selective t ype of program mibht be offered. The population 
presents a variety of maladjustments and provides excellent opportunities 
for research in the field of pe rsonality development. Hm·rever, t he practi-
cal purpose of the Clinic is for vocational guidance . 
The original plan of organization was to gear all the departments 
of the Inn to the clinical procedure suggested by Constitutional Psychology. 
These depax-tments are administrE'.tion, case work , group work, industrial 
therapy and the sch ool program. 
The Staff of the Vocational Gu idance Clinic. 
Administrative--The Director has been in charge since the opening 
of t he Inn, December, 1932. He is trained in psychology and religion. 
The Associate Director is responsible for general business transactions. 
maintenance and the vro rk therapy progrrun. He has business training and 
experience. His assistants inc lude the office and maintenance supervisors 
and the night watchman. 
Technical--The Director of the Constitutional wo r k is associated 
witn the Department of Psychology at Harvard University. He s pends one 
evenin~; and the following full day each week at t he Inn. There are tvm 
medical students fror.1 Tuft 1 s Medical School who do the rwtine physical 
examinations of boys to be see n in t ~e Vocati onal Guidance Clinic. 
Case Worl:--There is one full-time case worker, a graduate· of a 
school of social work. Anot her case worker will soon be added. During 
t he past y ear (1940-1941) a student case worker from Boston University 
has done field work four days a week at the Inn. 
Junior Staff--For t',-m years t~e Inn has employed graduate students 
from the local universities to assist with the various activities of the 
pgrogram, such as gymnas ium work, dormitory supervisor, general recreation, 
etc. A student also does the psychometric testing. 
Limitations--There are not enough specialists for such a clinic to 
function with maximum effectiveness. The younger staff members are either 
in t r aining nmv or have just recently finis hed. The Junior Staff people 
are available only for part of the day. There is no one to supervise their 
share of the prograu<while they are attending school. This means that the 
20. 
Interpretation of the Schedule. 
The face sheet is filled out and each case is registered with the 
Social Service Index. Since the constitutional hypothesis maintains that 
there is a direct relationship between body build and specific physical ab-
normalities, it is of s upreme i mportance that an adequate physical examina-
~ be given every boy seen in the clinic. Out of the 105 cases review-ed 
f or t his study1 some 60 had no record of a physical examination. This 
predicament vvas caused by the fact that there was no one person responsible 
f or making appointments to see the doctors. Recently a n~f worker has been 
assigned this duty and the situation is much improved. 
The technique for taking medical photographs is t oo well described 
4 in the book on types to bear repeating here. The back of the camera is so 
constructed that three different views (front. profile and back) of the body 
can be taken on one film. If the subject is properly posed for his picture 
the somatotype measurements can be taken more accurately from the photograph 
than from the living subject in t he examination room. Furthermore the 
accumulation of pictures builds up a body of comparable data that can be 
used for research purposes. 
The two methods of determining somatotypes are by anthroposcopy and 
by anthropometry. The fanner method is to arrange the pictures in rank 
order according to t he degree of the component under observation . After 
some months of such training one develops a sensitivity to somatotypes in 
much t he same fashion that the dealer in s ilks. wines or tobacco judges 
grades of quality after handling the products over a long period of time. 
--·~·----------------------------------------------------------------------------4 . Sheldon, Ope Cit., P• 30. 
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SCHEDULE I. 
ROUTINE CLil\'lCAL PROCEDURE :ti.TECESSARY FOR A CONSTITUTIONAL 
STUDY OF THE TOTAL PERSONALITY 3. 
1. Face Sheet information obtained by Intruce Secretary from the client 
and the referring agency. 
2. Registration of the case with the Social Service Index. 
3. Life History information obtained from the client by the social 
worker. (See outline~ Schedule 2, Appendix.) 
4. Client's House case record kept up to date by the social worker. 
5. Abstracts of records from agencies listed on the Index who ~Ave 
had previous contacts with the client. 
6. Medical photograph from which the somatotype is obtained. 
7. Complete physical examination (see examination form, Schedule 4• 
Appendix). 
a. Referrals to special clinics for ex~ining gross physical ab-
normalities. 
9. Psychometric tests (standard and for special aptitudes). 
10. Prelimine.ry House staff discussion o:f the client. 
11. Departmental reports of contacts with the client (see Schedule 3• 
Appendix). 
12. A half-page abstract summary by the social worker of all the case 
material for rapid review by the clinical psychologist. 
13. Interview of the client by the constitutional psychologist, who has 
at hand the entire case record and the medical photograph. 
14. Clinical case conference conducted by the psychologist with the 
professional staff in attendance. \"forkers f'rom referring agencies 
sometimes present. 
15. Reports of' clinical findings and recommendations sent to the Social 
Service Department (see Schedules 6~ 7 and a, Appendix). 
3 Form adapted by the writer (clinic secretary) from procedures 
now partially in o:peration. 
24. 
(Schedule I cont td) 
16. Treatment follow-up or placement of the client by the social w·orker 
(counseling, psychiatric care, group work, school, employment, 
medical attention, referral to other agencies, etc.). 
17. Monthly review of long-term cases by the clinical staff. Weekly 
review of all cases by the House staff. 
24-a 
during the suJTDne r of 1941. 
Statistical Material Selected for Review. 
The main bodies of material to be found in the diagnostic clinical 
records are: (1) factual data given numerical values • such as the soma to-
type, t component, ~ c omponent, dysplasia, temperament, grade , dynamometric, 
etc.. And (2) the life history, the description of the constitutional 
problem. Each record is closed by a lis t of reconnnendat i ons and the tenta-
tive prognosis or treatability. The i:rm:!ediate concern in this chapter is 
to evaluate some of the more pertinent statistical material . 
Definitions--Dysplasia is the amount of disagreement be~neen the 
morpholo;;ical indices of tre five regions of the body. For practical pur-
poses the head and neck constitute R I, . the thoracic trunk R II, entire 
arm R III, abdomi nal trunk R IV, and entire leg R v. Each region is somato-
t yped and then the three components are compared separately region by 
region. The sum of comparisons constitutes the dysplasia.4 
The only measure of physical fitness used t o date has been the 
hand dynamometer. It is anticipated that there will be a later opportunity 
to acquire more equipment used by those measuring the physical fitness in-
dex . One interesting observation to be !JJ!!:de is that same individuals have 
relatively strong hands but weak arms. The reverse is also true. The use 
of the physical fitness index v;ou ld probably s how interesting correlations 
betw·een this factor and the somatotype~ 
Tentative grade or prognosis-- One problem of constitutional diagno-
sis has been that of determining the probable vocational adjustment of a b oy. 
4 .. Sheldon, Varieties of Human Physique., pp. 68-72 . 
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In the clinic this questi on ha s been partially answered by the life history. 
Such factors as inte lli gence l evel , heredity , education, somatotype , tempera 
ment and general social adapt ation are indicators of 5ene ral ability and t he 
tentative future adjustment of the client. 
The psychologist has grouped the subjects i nto f ive 5 classes: 
Class I--t hose ~'\Tho s how ability suff'icient for college , graduate work and 
the attainment of professional standing. This is the most promising gr oup., 
e.nd is rare a t t he I nn. Class II--tho se with suf'ficie nt ability t o col}i.plete 
college , in s ome cases, and to enter the secondary professions , such as 
business execut i ves , class II s chool teachers, etc ., where graduate work is 
not a requirement. Class III--is comprised of t hose w'ith a bility to do 
ski lled wo r k , such as the crafts and trade s like electricians., printers , 
master plumbers , and the like . Those in Class IV are ab le to function a t 
the l evel o i' connnon l abor . These people can do well also in military 
service of a common type . Class V contains the c onstitutionally weak who 
need close supervision of an institutional or protective sort. Chronic 
alcoholics , feebleminded , ps~rchot ics, constitutional inferiors and s ocial 
dereli ct s be long in t his group . The ma.jori ty of the boys seen in the c l inic 
belong to t he III, IV, V groups . 
Someti mes the clinic record will indicate alternate clas s es. This 
seems necessary because of the fa ctor of hUlllB.n variability. "While one can 
predict with some accuracy the tentative vocati onal level of the subject. 
anothe r more potent variable mus t be t:cl:e:J. into coro..sidere:tion--nrune ly the 
Pc1 j us tment l ~vry l . If t he socie.J. history of the boy points in the direction 
of disintegrat i on , his s rade is not onl y a matter of a vocati onal level, 
5 Sheldon, (unpublished Glinical Kotos ). 
29. I 
I 
but it should include also the tentative prognosis of' adjustment at this 
level. 'rherefore alternate grades are given, with the vocational c l ass 
listed fi r st and the alternates in t he order of their present predicta-
b ility. This procedure is not too subjective, because a rev iew of the 
f our levels of life history (see page 27) gives the develo:,:Jmental trend 
in sharp detail ., if the research is properly conducted. 6 The social 
worker plays an important part in resear ch. Un less the social history 
is investigated thoroughly and in an orderly fashion, the results of 
research will be erroneous. Since same of these specifications have not 
been met adequately in the present clinical study , the writer is attempting 
only to sta te the methodology and indicate the trends of the findings. 
Constituti onal Problems to be Revi ewed . 
Pr oblem one will be the study of the rela. tionships betwveei1 the 
components of physique and those of temperament . This vrill be followed 
by a comparison of dysplasia. Viith gynandromorphy. Since rumors of homo-
sexual indulgence are rampant at the I1:1..n, it mi ght be of i n terest to 
relate the .!l component to those cases of almost certa in homosexual in-
dulgence, as met in the clinic. One of the attributes of the textural 
component is body s;ymm.etr;. Is there any relationship between this and 
dysplasia? Does a dysplastic individual necessarily have a low t c omponent? 
Comparative statistical iables will be p res ented here , and then 
the relati onships will be p lotted on a graph. These studies will s e rve as 
the foundation for the succe eding chapter on diagnostic classii'ications and 
cases . 
6 Ibid. 
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~~le 1. Comparison of Mor12holog;y wi t.h Temperament-- 105 Ce.~~s--Goodwill 
Inn~-Giving Means for Inn and Average Popu l ation. · 
Inter- Endo- Viscero- Meso- Soma. to- Ecto- Cerebrotonia 
val morphy . tenia mcrphy tonia mcrphy 
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1. 2 2 0 0 5 3 
1.5 3 10 2 4 6 2 
2. 15 18 8 14 9 11 
2. 5 17 11 13 3 11 2 
3 . 19 19 15 22 14 17 
3.5 22 8 12 8 9 6 
4 
-· 
15 24 14 22 17 20 
4 . 5 6 4 10 9 7 12 
5. 3 7 18 8 22 16 
5.5 1 2 7 6 4 8 
6. 2 0 4 4 0 8 
6 ~ 5 0 0 2 3 1 0 
7. 0 0 0 1 0 0 
7 .5 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Total 105 105 105 105 105 105 
Inn l~ean 3 . 16 3 .10 3 . 85 3 . 77 3.53 3 . 91 
Pop . II 3 . 20 3.77 3.53 
Interpretation 
i.he means of morphology in the clini c cases seem to a gree fairly 
7 
consistently vvi th those of the c ollege s ampling of 4 ,000 cases. There are 
no means of t empe rament availab le for the general population, at t his time . 
The mea ns of morphol~gy and temperament i n Table I ag ree fairly satis -
factily in each pair of related components , and tend to s hovr a h igh posi-
t ive correlation. 
In practice it has been found that the components of morphology 
and the related components of temperament agree , in most instances, wi thin 
one interval a bove or be low the,t of the other. Hov1e ver, there are many 
cases where this is not so, and one finds a motivati onal expr ession far 
exceeding the physical endov.'l!l9nt . This probleru will be dealt with in the 
7 Sheldon, at al., Varieties of Human Physique, Table 22 , P• 127. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of Mor_phology (Ectomorphy) 
with Temperament (Cerebrotonia) 105 cases 
Goodwi 11 Inn. 
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following chapte r. There are some cases where the · temperamental expression 
is lower than the morphology. 
Table 2. Comparison of Dysplasia with Gynandromorphy. 103 cases, Goodwill 
Inn. With Me¥-ns for Inn and A-verage Population. 
Dysplasia: Dysplasia: Gyanandro-
Ra.w Scores Conversion to morphy 
from soma to- 7 point scale Inter-
t ype Cases Ra1v d Cases val Cases 
-a 1 0 -1 1 1. 8 
4 1 4 2 1 1. 5 9 
6 5 6- 8 3 12 2 . 30 
8 7 10-12 4 23 2.5 13 
10 li 14-16 5 26 3 . 20 
12 12 18-20 6 21 3.5 3 
14 12 20-ove r 7 19 4 . 12 
16 14 Total 103 4.5 4 
18 13 Inn Mean 5.04 5. 3 
20 8 Pop. " 4.+- 5 . 5 0 
22 11 6. 1 
24 4 6.5 0 
26 2 7. 0 
28 2 
Total 103 Total 103 
Inn Mean 15 . 28 Inn Mean 2.57 
Pop. II 10.22 Pop. If 2.2 
I nterpretation 
No ra.w score of d could be obtained in bro cases. Hence 103 
a.re used here. The mean dysplasia. of the clini c cases is one point higher 
8 
tr~n that of the average population . AnhJTothesis of Constitutional 
Research points out that there appears to be a. positive correlation of 
behavior dis orders such as delinquenpy J insanity and generE>.l frustration 
1v-i th dysplasia. 9 I n other words physical disharmony is one factor in 
preventing the individual from making a consistent adjustment. This 
constant and unrelieved tension often creates a terrific emotional strain 
8 Ibid. Table 5, p . 70 , Conversion of raw d to index. 
9 Ib~d~, P• 238 ff. 
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vrithin the organism. Sometimes a compensatory adjustment to the strain 
is made through an exaggerated expression of tempe rament beyond the 
physical capacity to carry it. The result is an emotional pathology. 
Case illustrations of the problem · are to be f ound in Chapter v. 
The material in table two proves quite conclus~vely that the 
correlation between dysplasia and gynandromorphy is very low. ·while the 
rean dysplasia of the clinic boys is more than a point above that of the 
average population , the means is only . 35 higher . The conclusion must 
be, therefore# that d and g are not synonymous. Perhaps the d of the 
- - -
clin.i.c boys results from the "scrubby" type of individual who is con-
stantl~· being received for care. These post adolescents are often of 
poor constituti onal endovnnent and grossly maladjusted by wretched develop-
mental training and discipline. The consequence is often ina.bili ty to 
adapt at a socially productive level. Perplexed social agencies send many 
boys to the Inn with a preliminary diagnosis of "psychopathic personality" , 
primary behavior disorder, constitutional psychological inferior, and the 
like . Heretofore the Inn held the boys for indefinite periods. The pre-
sent clitncal diagnosis has eliminated the gambling element in these cases 
and gives some intelligent orientation for social work. 
This is no condemnation of the referring agencies nor of the Inn. 
One might presume that tre State would care for these you_ths if the Inn 
did not. But there do not appear to be sufficient State resources for 
accepting all categories of the maladjusted. Only the more gross patho-
logical cases get institutionalized. Many of the clinic boys are poorly 
trained in the rudiments of civilization. Vfnere are they to go and what 
are they to do? The possibility of rehabilitation is slight , in many 
37. 
instarrces . The Inn has served its best community function by providing 
shelter for such boys. The treatment facilities for this t.ype of boy 
are hardly adequate for more intensive treatment. 
Te.ble 3. Relationship of Texture (t) to Dysplasia (d) in 80 Cases. 
Goodvnl l Inn. With Means for Inn and Average Population. a 
Texture Dysplasia 
Inter- Inter-
val Cases val Cases 
""'"i)."s 1 1 1 
1 . 14 2 l 
1. 5 15 3 10 
2 . 22 4 16 
2. 5 12 5 21 
3 . 7 6 14 
3. 5 0 7 17 
4 . 4 Total 80 
4 . 5 4 Inn Mean 5. 06 
s. 1 Pop . If 4 . + 
Total 80 
Inn Mean 2. 13 
Pop . ft 1. 8 
a The t index >vas not rated in the other 25 cases . 
It is therefore necessary to use 80 cases only 
for t his study. 
In terpreta ti on 
The mean t component for the clinic group appears to be higher 
than that of the av·era ge popul at ion . When the nine highest cases are 
subtracted, the mean for the remaining 71 is 1. 87 . I f it were possible 
to secure a wider sampling of cases , the mean would no doubt approximate 
the more namal level of 1 . 8. Another problem in measuring is that of 
knowing th3 subject more thoroughly than it has been possible to know the 
clinic boys in the br ief conte.cts . Possibly the t scores here are infla ted 
in certain cases . 
Since texture depends somewhat on body symmetry, dysplasia would 
tend to make the body~symmetrical . There should be some relationship 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of Texture Component 
and Rel ated Dysplasia in 80 Cases -
Goodwill Inn. 
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between t and d. Figure seven points in this direction. Texture is most 
difficult to measure. There is quality of internal structure as well as 
that of the externEt.l features . One must study tha temperament to find 
a reflection of the internal quality. This part i cular problem of related 
texture and dishar.mony is so complicated that one can make only hypo-
thetical statements until sufficient research wo rk has been done . 
The Problem of Bisexuality and Sexual Perversion. 
There has been considerable rumor of homosexuality among the boys 
s een in the clinic. Only six cases proved to be overt. If it were possi-
ble to find a high correlation between this anomaly and the ..2 component , 
the problem of treatment might be simplified. The studie s in the 
Constitution Clinic tend to show at tl~ moment that the causes of homo-
sexuality are almost as numerous as the individuals who practice it. The 
..2 components of the six subjects mentioned are: 51 51 2, ~~~ 2i, 2t. There 
are many cases with high g components where there is no question of homo-
sexuality. The issue has been con..f'used b~· a tendency to label feminoid 
features and effeminate actions "homosexuality". Vfuil e some homosexU.als 
may ~~ve these characteristics, many of them do not. 
The clinical impre 1, sion from work at the Inn seems to substantiate 
the fact that the subjects indulging have had poor training in the sublima-
tion of excellent emoti onal capa.ci ties, particularly cerebrotonia . There 
a 1~ no feebleminded individuals in the ·six cases. They all have above 
avera,;e intelligence and ability 1 but it ha. s never been tempered and 
oriented. Is t he re a tendency fo r the gifted to regress when a high level 
of religious conscious ness is lacking? The homosexuals under discussion 
are all subject to arty and sophisticated behavior . They have nea rly lost 
ccntact with the stern reality of living. At the same :ttme they are 
suffering intensely from emotional frus tration. The success of t reating 
such cases who have reached the age of 18 and over is questionable. 
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CHAPTER V 
DIAGNOS TIC CATEGORIES AriD CASE STUDIES 
This chapter deals with the application of constituti ona l findings 
t o actual case h istories . The presen·bations will show both t he problems 
and the recoii'..mended treatment plans. The efficiency of such clinical work 
depends much upon the thorou ghness of the social investigation . Likewise 
the more accurate and pointed the diagnosis, the more effective will be the 
coope rative treatment carried on by clinician a1lli social worker . If the 
latter is trained to observe and describe hUlll8.n diffe ren ces in clinical 
tert..ns acceptable to descript ive scientists. , he ·will find his work indis -
pensable and his usefulness i nc reased many fold. With proper training he 
has a professiov~l right to participate in the more complicated problems 
of tree. tment. 
The material used for t h is study comes from the clinic records of' 
the Const itutional Psychologist. He in turn used the Inn case re cords~ 
the me d ical photograph and the life historJ as given to him by the boy. 
The Constituti onal Categories Used in the Clinic. 
Table 4. Constitutional Diagnoses of 105 Cases, Goodv'fill Inn. 1 
Category 
Abnormal express ions of temperament ( 1 oses 1) 
, The Dyscrasias (une-ven temperament mixtures, etc.) 
Constitutional physiolof: ical inferiors 
Low intelligence; poor developmental history 
The formal delinquents 
Homosexuality (various types ) 
Unclassified conflicts 
Poorly trained and adapted vd t h constitutional bases 
Fairly well adjusted (classes I, II~ III) 
Definitely diagn osed as class I 
Total: 
No . of Cases 
7 
10 
12 
14 
7 
6 
7 
28 
12 
2 
J:05" 
1 As assembled by the writer from the clinical records. 
Interpre~e.tion 
rt is somewhat premature to present an interpretation of the 
clinical finding;s at this time. A more intensive study of the material 
is planned for the immediate future . The supplementary social data should 
substantiate more fully the outlines given in Table four . As the writer 
has previously indica ted, tr.e use of this material is not considered to 
imply finality, but to illu s trate a point of clinical departure ~ at its 
present stage of development. 
The psychol:gist has suggested several definite categories into 
which cases may be grouped. The vvri ter has used these whenever possible. 
In some instances no definite diagnosis has been given but the problem 
has seemed sufficiently clear for the writer to assume the responsib ility 
for classifying. This is ba sed on an intimate experience with the proce-
dures in use . 
Constitutional studies tend t o show that the problem of treating 
human beings is deeper than a personal determine. tion "to learn a lesson 
and change". Popula.r thinking has often held the incli vidua l responsible 
for his own destiny. Perhaps this belief arises from the rather grim re- . 
ligious concept of self determination preached by Luther , Calvin and others. 
Many of the boys coming to Goodvvi.ll Inn are social derelicts who have been 
denied the opportunities of a substantial heritage , botr1 constitutional 
and social , to meet social obligations. 
Palliation is of questionable consequence. Society must offer 
mo re effective educational techniques for the children of those who haw. 
failed at the job of parenthood . This is a challenge to all State and 
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private agencies engaged in chil d and youth care. 
Abnormal expressions of temperament (''oses")--It has been observed 
that many of the subjects have unusual expressions of emotion. The suffix 
"osis" has been added to the three components of temperament to desc ribe 
th is anomaly.. One notes the presence of a viscerosis, sorna.torosis or 
cerebrosis. In c onventional t h inking t he se woul d fall in t he general 
categor-y of neuroses. The constitutional differentiation is made on the 
same premise as that for temperament. The vis ce r otics carry an abnormal 
charge of a f fect in t heir tendency to be socially expressive, etc •• The 
somat orotic individual s hows nearly a pa t hologi cal aggression in the desire 
to dominate and assert. The cerebrotic is s omewhat pre-psychotic in his 
wish to reform and save t he world. 
Preventive work can be done to steer the subjects from disinte-
grat ion, if the cause is recognized in time. T!1is concept of abnormal 
temperament expression gives the clinician a finer d~fferential for 
diagnosing . If t he s ocial worker is skilled in t he use of suc h a dis-
cipline, he can be of supreme assistance in bringing the problem to the 
att ention of a specialist. He will have also a. better orientation for 
treatment ass i s t ance. 
In many of t hese cases the client may or may not have a somatotype 
closely correlated with his temperament. Many of the clinic subjects seem 
to exp ress these a.bnor.mal temperament pat terns as a compensation for con-
stitutional inadequa.cies. 2 There appear to be seven cases of "oses" in 
t he group. The contributing factrs are numerous. 
2 Sheldon. (Clinical Lectures) Unpublished notes. 
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Case 1. Compensational somatorosis. Physique 2-~~. Temperament 
264. Weak dynamometric grip. Normal I.Q. Dysplasia (disharmony) 5. G 
normal . From large family, parents living. Poor cuHural background. 
Quit school after eighth grade. Underdeveloped physique for his age. 
Placed at Inn after running away from home. His behavior has been the 
attempt to live up to the role of a tough person. He swings from aggression 
to exhaustion. There appears to be a constitutional warfare between the 
second and third components, both of physique and temperament. In this 
case somatotonia has the ascendency, but the physique will not carry this 
false r ole. The cultural, educational and discipliP~ry standards of the 
home may be responsible for the exaggere.tion in this personality. The pre-
sent adaptation indicates a rather poor future for the boy. He is grouped 
in class four (unskilled labor). There is a possibili~- that he might 
later turn ·t;o alcohol as a way out. 
The major problem here is social control t..l-trough education by 
home , school and other training resources. The problem involves a review 
of the social philosophy by wh i ch man attempts to live. This is too in-
vol"tred for discussion here. Tre re appea r to be indications that control 
by the home is weakening; but it is a secondary reaction to a disintegra-
tion of moral responsibility in the western world. Meanwhile social 
workers and others must continue their efforts in directing individuals 
toward satisfactory adjustments, in spite of chaos in social philosophy. 
The discipline of the descriptive sciences may provide treatment workers 
with an under~tanding of human motivation and social needs . In this 
respect constitutional psychology makes a contribution. 
The dyscra.sias (uneven temperament mixtures, etc.)--The literal 
translation of the word dyscrasia means "bad mixture". Mention was made 
earlier in the paper that temperament is found usually to be a half point 
above or below the corresponding component of' physique. The "oses" and 
the dyscra.sias do not follow this pattern. Dyscrasias may take several 
forms; they appear to embrace uneven temperament mixtures , reversals of 
dominance in morphology and temperament, and uneven expressions of 
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temperament in tre five psychosocial fields. At the moment the distinction 
between "oses" and dyscrastics is made on the basis of the intensity of 
the emotional expression., and on treatability. The "oses" appear to be 
compensatory, in orie;in. Even though they arise from certain constitu-
tional inadequacies, they are perhaps more treatable. Also they might 
have been prevented with proper educational and family standards. It is 
true that they may lead to more pathological states, but they seem to 
have a better prognosis than the dyscrastic group . 
Dyscrasia implies a condition that of itself is almost bound to 
lead to a complication of some severity with doubtful prognosis. There 
are ten such individuals from among the 105 cases. The problem of 
treatability is one of deep psychotherapy, which hasnever been attempted 
by the Inn Clinic. The poor cooperation of the subjects makes it diffi-
cult to refer them to _psychiatric clinics for this treatment. They are 
not committable to mental institutions; indeed, many of them have been 
released from mental hospitals and sent to the Inn because there was no 
. 3 
other place for them to go. They are borderline cases who need a 
special environment which the social worker is at a loss to provide in 
many instances. 
Case 2. Uneven temperament mixture. Physique 632, temperament 
524!. G above average, d and t nor.mal. Parents living., father a shell 
shook victim of World War I. Mothe r worked., and a housekeeper cared for 
patient. As a child he was seclusive, and his contemporaries teased him. 
He showed other symptoms of inhibition. Little social life, but likes to 
swim. Sociophobic only on the surface. Quit school in the eighth grade; 
tried the CCC oamp for six months. Under observation at a mental hospital 
for a period. Referred to the Inn by a Mental Hygiene Clinic. Stayed 
a short time and then went to the CCC again. An attempt was made to refer 
this client to a psychiatric clinic, but he refused to cooperate. 
3 Albert Deutsch. Mentally Ill in ~~erica (New York: Doubleday. Doran. 
1937). This work gives a. gener.otl history of menta l hospitals. 
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This boy was cut off from viscerotonic expression by the high 
charge (4~) of cerebrotonia--inhibition. Apparently the conflict between 
these components crea.ted the near-psychotic behavior displayed. The 
physique is a 632. Normally such a person would cariJ' e. high charge of 
affect and would be very wa.nn and socie.ble. One might well conclude that 
the inhibitory charge was buH t up by social and parental influence. The 
constj_tutional diagnosis~ in this case~ does n ot support such a concept. 
The conflict of cerebrotonia and viscerotonia is a part of the native 
endowment. It might have been trained to better advantage in a more 
stable home, but it would still be present. The result is always a 
constitutional conflict. 
I t is important for social workers to be aware · of the techniques 
they can use at one level of treatment, and also of those cases t hat re-
quire referral to the more skilled professions. In the case qu oted above~ 
the problem is one f or a specialist, vrith the cooperation of the social 
worker . 
Case 3. Bad temperament mixture; poor orientation. Physique 
2~~, temperament 236~ g 1, t above nonnal, d normal . Average I.Q •• 
Oldest of four siblings, parents living together on government aid. 
Patient finished high school. Was diagnosed by psychia. t rists as having 
dementia praecox with paranoid tendencies, not committable. He seems 
adapted for academic work , but he has been influenced by a strong father 
and stronger brothers to attempt more vigorous activities. It seems 
quite probable that this client, with a motivation of 236, has reacted 
in a pre-psychotic mal'..ner because of his desire to assume a psychologics. l 
role for which he is t otally unadapted. It is also quite possible that 
the early training of his endowments may have prevented part of his 
trouble. on the other hand the overwhelming cerebrotonia (6) creates a 
constitutional problem that is difficult to handle under the best of 
conditions • 
A consideration here is the influence of family patterns. There 
is no doubt about the sibling rivalry present. In this instance the 
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conflict involves the stronger male members and the w·eaker patient. He 
has t r :i.ed to assume the stronger role. This has been one element in the 
straining of a fragile persona. It would be difficult to interpret the 
situation to t he parents ~ but it is quite possible that a skillful social 
worke r could help the ~. tient ~ if the problem were fully understood by the 
worker. The Inn clinic questions the prognosis in such a case. The client 
is grouped in class five (institutional oases) with the remote alternatives 
of class four or three. 
Constitutional physiological inferiors: There are twelve such 
cases; ti1ey have inadequate physical or emotional endowments to meet the 
demands of simple competitive living. In some the factor is heredity. 
Insuff icient research has been done to establ i sh the neurological and 
other pathologies involved. Poor stock shows up in most of the life 
histories. The clients have had varied careers in attempting to make 
social adjustments . They come to the Inn from the State or f r om broken 
families. They seem to avoid mental hospitals beca use their problems 
are different from psychiatric anomalies. They have been the bane of the 
pl acement agencies , and are difficult to 'diagnose partly because the prob-
lem of human individuation has not been sufficiently described. 
case 4. Poor constitutior~l equipment; poor trai ning . Fragile 
ectomorphic physique with other components low. Motivation 235, g and t 
nonnal, very dysplastic. Above average intelligence. Low energy, poor 
physique . Frail, weak, l ethargic . Intermittent drive. Patient has 
assumed a samatotonic role vnthout the physical stamina to support it. 
He should be less assertive, but strikes back. He has set himself up as 
a critic and cynic, but is without the education for such a game. His 
pose is unsupported by the wisdom necessary to make a success of it. 
I f he can f inish high school and go through college, he might do lV"ell 
at teaching. He is exhausted by lack of sleep and other undisciplined 
habits . Poor heredity, poor early training and inadequate institutional 
supervision give this patient a doubtful prognosis . 
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He has started innumerable programs, but he ms never faced his 
limitations. He is not a case for State care. No doubt he will continue 
to muddle along. National preparedness has opened up temporary jobs for 
many of these semi-invalids. The Inn population is being depleted by the 
war hysteria. One needs to think of the day when the bubble will burst 
and the ina.dequates will be swept back by the reaction. The fa tient above 
has just t aken his first job. The likelihood of his returning to school 
is now a remote one. He has not learned the shrewdness of watching the 
main chance and avoiding the glitter of the byplays. Most of this 
conditioning comes in the early formative years. What can treatment 
worke r s do with such a boy at age twenty? 
Case 5. Feeblenunded constitutional inferior--Stunted 244 physi-
que with low texture. Feebleminded. Possibility of an endocrine defi-
ciency or metabolic disturbance. Parents and nine siblings are borderline 
or feebleminded. Most of them are in State institutions for delinquents. 
and the like. The client has numerous court records. He belongs in class 
five. 
Such an individual should not be permitted to produce offspring. 
He is of comtitutionally inferior stock reared in a wretched environment. 
Still he is the most progressive member of his family, and was recently 
accepted for foreign war service. 
Case 6. Constitt.~ tional inferior needing hospitalization. Body 
42~, temperament 41~4; soft and weak; weak family. Father died of 
tuberculosis, mother has it now and is in a mental hospital. Client has 
been to a tuberculos i s sanatorium. Eighth grade education, n o delinquency. 
Has tuberculosis now with a serious heart involvement. Institutional 
care will ~ needed almost indefinitely. Most of the family had tuberculo-
sis. One sister is of low mentality. The home conditions are poor. 
The client has been under tre care of many social agencies. He ms been 
sick for five years. Recently he was committed indefinitely to a State 
infirmary. He belongs in class five because of his physical condition. 
The I.Q. is low average; he might possibly adapt at some light work offered 
by occupational therapy. Tl~ alternative of class four has been given on 
this assumption. 
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Constitutional studies have found this somatotype to be suscepti-
ble to infection and disease. The low energy and relatively low I .Q. 
indicate that the vitality and resistance are poor. The average youth 
agencies can do little for such a case. 
Levi intelligence; poor developmental history. The fourteen cases 
were selected arbitrarily by the writer on the basis of clinical findings. 
The clinic psychologist did not create this particular category. It is 
quite possible that the cases here belong in other groups; in later 
monographs they may be reclassified . Cases in other groups belong per-
t.LS.ps in t his one. The criteria used l:.ere were low I.~. scores and a 
chaotic social and educati onal history. The physique itself is not the 
most important factor in these cases. The low intelligence e.ppears to be 
a family characteristic. Most of the group have come from poor family 
situations. There is a unifor.mally low level of school accomplishment 1 
and usually a bad vocational history. Delinquency of a minor sort has 
been a characteristic, often of the "stubborn child" type. 
Case 7. Poor training, low intelligence. Somatotype ~!~~; 
temperament 432; normal g1 t above average, high d. I.Q. about 80. 
Relaxed a.nd yet well endow-ed for activity. Comes from broken home, 
has made poor adjustments in foster homes. Poor school record, quit 
in grade eight h . Has good manual ability; likes the ocean, ~ret his 
education will not pennit him to enter the naval service. His refusal 
to train for a specific job has cut him off from his interests. He 
has become involved in sexual intemperance. He is intellectually weak 
and needs supervision. He belongs in class four. unskilled labor and 
needs a semi-rural environment for successful adjustment. The N-Y·A· 
crunps might be beneficial. 
The N. Y.A. camps seem better adapted to vocational training 
tr..a.n the c.c.c. camps where boys seem to be given work on civic projects 
rather than having vocational training. The summer camp of the Inn 
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is moving toward the training concept. Formerly the function of the camp 
was to act as caretakers for the rest of the Morgan Memorial plantation. 
During the past two years there have been work projects set up on the 
basis of training programs as well as production. These are handled by 
young men of college experience, at least. The rural camp needs to be run 
the year round to accommodate those who need voca tiona.l training and 
experience. The Inn clinic needs such an outlet, if successful treatment 
is to be carried out. The City Inn needs to be considered as a clearing 
house and diagnostic center f or boys. Referrals should be made to the 
country branch and other agencies for treatment. 
Case 8. Poor famil~ antecendents, chaotic developmental history, 
weak constitution. TJ~e 3252, emotio~ 33&~, g above average, t nor.mal, 
moderately high d. Low I.Q., lm; energy. Overgrown, weak, poor coordina-
tion. Unstable father who deserted mother. Patient brought up by rela-
tives and institutions. Mother rejected him. He protested against this 
with hypomanic behavior contral"'J to his physical capacity. This created 
nervous exhaustion and caused the mother to have patient arrested as a 
stubborn child. She is dominant with an assertive physical presence. 
The bo ~: is easy-going and affectionate by temperament (33si-). The whole 
history shows disorganization and tension. Here is a case of attempted 
compensation in order to of fset the mother's disposition. However, there 
is a natural conflict between sociability and inhibition in the patient. 
The somatorotic upthnlst makes the situation difficult to treat by 
ordinary clinical methods. The Inn could do nothing for this client. 
He was turned over to the State for institutional care. 
This is a classic case of a constitutional conflict between 
parent and child. The treatability of the mother is q1estionable. It 
is doubtful if she has the intelli gence to understand the situation. 
Meanwhile the client is not being subjected to competition, and is under 
rigid supervision. Sound educational insight may save this individual 
from his present dilemma. The prosaic earmarks of the well-bred person 
still hold true: blood (good heredity), upbringing and a sense of moral 
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responsibility. The first criterion is put to the test in tirres of crises. 
Adaptability is based on all three factors. It would be a most interesting 
project if the constitutions of inmates in mental hospitals, and the like, 
could be studied. 
Case 9. Low intelligence, broken home, gamut of foster homes. 
Middle range physique and temperament. Low g, good t, d 7. I.Q. 70. · 
Poor family, parents separated, client next to youngest in large family. 
State ward and tried in a number of foster homes. Enuretic. Seventh 
grade in school; to farms and CCC camps. Now quiet, discouraged, de-
pressed. No delinquent history or sex perversio1w. Has a good emotional 
pattern, but the performance is cut off by the low I.Q... What part does 
the r.Q.. play here? Client is not tough or sophisticated. He wants heavy 
work where he can put his good physical endowment to use. There appear 
to be certain schizophrenic tendencies in this personality. He is classed 
in the unskilled group , four. 
In the history just presented one cannot expect too much movement 
or process in case work. The client is a product of constitutional and 
social inadequacy. The problem is deeper than changing the subject's out-
look. There needs to be a vocational adjustment to fit the constitutional 
limitations. ·Some simple training could be done, if there were an agency 
equipped to do it. 
The formal delinquents: This was one of the mcs t difficult 
groups to segregate. Many of the boys coming through the clini c have 
com.m~_tted some misdemeanor or other. I n the seven cases finally classi-
fied as such by the writer, the social history indicated that the delin-
quent records were sufficiently prolonged to war rant placement in this 
class. Like all other anomalies , there are several causes of delinquency. 
A major one appears to be a protest against the inability to live up to 
the aggressive persona~ which becomes the supreme ideal for many of these 
weak youths . The tempo of American life today is an expression of 
activity and assertiveness. The social order in all its ramifications 
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is geared to this pace. Unless the weaker members of society learn to 
adjust at a less vigorous level 6 they are likely to attempt shortcuts 
to the aggressive role. Delinquency in its many for.ms has often served 
as a temporary compensation for physical prowess . 4 This is an inter-
pretation of a particular type of delinquent. 
Here again the emotional instability is a product of poor re-
ligious and educational training. A sense of social obligation is al-
most totally lacking , in many of the clients under observation. That 
is to sey 1 the reli gious area of the psychosocial pattern has been 
conspicuously neglected. These youngsters have lived by their wits in 
an opportunistic fashion. They have a latent cleverness and sophistica-
tion that make treaiment difficult. Who are to teach the young the way 
of life? 
Case 10. Compensatory delinquency. Physique 2-~25i, motivation 
1~3i5 1 normal g arid t , d 5. I . Q. average. Inadequate physique to 
carrJ• the aggressive temperament. There appears to be a constitutional 
protest against the high ectomorphy and cerebrotonia . The subject is 
attemp ting to simulate toughness. His associates are t ougher by 
endowment than he. Such a patient should be trained to accept hi s 
f ine gifts and tolerate his weaknesses. He has the capacity to learn 
humor (the toleration of conflict). This boy is a State ward, parents 
and heredity· unknown. He was raised in a number of foster homes. 
Has always been mischievous 1 aggressive 1 surly1 troublesome. Poor 
school record, guit early in high school. Has vague ambitions. He 
has been made the goat of a tougher and stronger crowd who indulge 
in delinquent practices . His needs are schooling and stern disc ipline. 
lhe Ar.my might help here. His record of performance places him in 
group four. 
It would appear t:b..a.t ore of the functions of the social worker 
is to deal with the redirection of hUill3.n motives in the face of appar-
ently disintegrating religious institutions. The clergy once performed 
social work, but the Protes t ant emphasis on preaching has shifted the 
4 Sheldon, "Clinical Lecture Notes", Unpublished~ Goodwill Inn, 1941. 
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religious function from an understanding of individual needs to moralistic 
social control . The confessional of the Catholic Church is still its 
greatest asset. Unfortunately religious groups a re bogged down by long 
traditions . There has not been sufficient flexibility to allow for the 
incorpora;t;ion of objective truth 11i th the religious impulse. Yet the 
obje ctivists have often fa iled to recognize the subjective religious im-
pulse 1 There needs to be s ome sort of compromise between the tvro . 
The social worker needs a specialized education in the field of 
human motivation. This p roblem is already bei ng cons idered by the training 
centers . The teaching of social work is being done largel y by specialists 
from the fields having a bearing on the areas of social work . This process 
is a healthy one . The t ime is coming when professional t hinking will 
formulate a comprehensive procedure for t eaching the descriptive outlines 
of human behavior from a common point of departure. This will avoid con-
fusion as t o what is the basic purpose of soc ial work. 
There needs to be more trai ning in the areas of human interests 
dis cusse d in Chapter two . The inve ~: tigations carried on with the I nn boys 
tend to shaw that the areas of maladjustment do not center in the sexual 
field, but in the orientational and aesthetic areas . The most glaring 
and difficult problems have to do with perspective , education, humor, 
discipline ~ and in short some reason :for being . The more primitive 
economic ~ social and seA~al needs seem to be partially satisfied1 even 
though at a low level of e.de.ptaticn. The social worker needs a better 
understand i ng of the hi gher maturational fields of rel i gion and re -
creative aesthetics . 
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Case 11 . Delinquency w·ith 11 juvenile sophistication". Physique 
and temper~~ent both 45 2 and normal , nor.mal g, t and d. r.Q. around 
85. Father dead, inadequate and broken home. Pat ient sent t o a 
correctional school. Poor work history; left school i n e i ghth grade. 
No sense of direction, will not accept responsibility; no discipline. 
Poses as a. " tough guy" ; h..s.s the ability to be a thoroughly good person, 
but affects a pose of great brute strength ·vrhich the constitution does 
not support. This cuts the boy off from the expression of his good 
emotional endowment, and p1i ces h im in a false position, which he 
defends with great vehemance by running with a tough gang. T~1is is 
true sophistication. Treatment is difficult while the subject remains 
at large vdthout social r 3s triction. The constitution is not able to 
make a success fu l adjustment at the present l mr l evel. The tentati-ve 
prognosis is grade four or fi·ve , based on treatability. 
At the moment many of these youths are being absorbed into the 
federal training camps and the defense program. Military and industrial 
discipline might hold them dmm, but it can never give them the 
motivational education tJ:at should have come in the formative years. 
Sophistication as used here implies a lack of social orientation that 
provides a reasonab l e basis for behavior. The formalized religion of 
Catho l icism holds adequate for large numbers of the communicants , but 
cases of sophistication are not even affected by this . The true 
functi onal value of the teacl1ing fails to pe11etra.te the adaptive exterior 
built as a protection against a¥mreness of socially acceptable accomplish-
menta . 
The Protestant youths at the Inn l ack a formalized religion in 
many cases . The problem in both groups is not one of t;heolobY or 
philosophy, but of the ;vrong conception of freedom . Rebellion aga i nst 
authority and control is possible in a chaotic social milieu , but the 
individuals so freed do not have the awareness of the bitt er consequences 
of their short- lived defiance . How is social wor k to deal with situations 
like these ? 
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It is difficult to conceive of a treatment agency where such 
boys could be trained to fun:ction at t hei r best constitutional level . 
Society is not governed by any such s ys ·tem. The ideas still exist in 
the utopian writings, beginning with Plato 1 s Republic. 
Homosexuality (various types). This is a profound sub ject. 
Neither medicine no r psychology has a very satisfactory answer to t he 
problem of the inversion of the sex experience. The fact of b isexual ity 
was di scussed i n: Chapter tvw. It was suggested that this fact or can 
be measured ob jectively. The brief note in Chapter four proved that 
t here is no high degree of corre lation between this characteristic and 
overt homosexuality. 
I t is difficult to make a fine distinction when pre senting the 
statist ical evidence for the existence of overt h omosexuality at the 
Inn. In a wholly male environment one sometimes finds the suspicion 
of this perversion quite rampant . Then too the inadequacy of sexual 
express ion among the post adolescents charges the atmosphere with tension. 
The result is relief by flip and superficial chatt er about a.mourous re -
l ationshi ps b etvreen the members of t he same s ex . Six rather d istinct 
cases of homosexuality WEn·e found among the clinic patients. These are 
no t enough to make definite conc lusions about the probl em. It is quite 
difficult to ge t t hi s group t o cooperate i n research . 
The ca ses unde r observation seem to show a lack of proper 
orientation. The t ype of overt expression i ndicates that the subjects 
have used t heir sexual end~r.ment as a means of exploitation1 rather than 
adaptation to society through a l ong history of disciplined tra ining 
a l ong some line of legitimate activity. 
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Case 12. Homosexuality with a cerebrotonic frustration. Ecto-
morphic physique of good texture, normal g and d. Above average intelli-
gence. Temperament of high cerebrotonia vii th low relaxing component. 
Chaotic early lif e with numerous foster homes, rum1ing a•ve.y frequently, 
minor delinquencies, correctional schools for "stubborn child 11 • Sensi-
t ive, shy, non-alcoholic, crushed and defeated. No high school educa-
tion. Homosexual activities since puberty. The capacities of the sub-
ject are e.xcellent, but t.~e sensi ti vi ty has been reduced to goss 
exploitation by poor motivat i onal disciplining. The crude developmental 
history >vas too traumatic for this individual. Ap~rently both chronic 
frustration and fatigue caused this patient to choose an easier way out. 
He now discovers that he has fallen into worse frustration. The menta.l 
alertness has not been s a tisfied, and the patterns of indulgence are 
quite firmly set . Treatment at any level is difficult. The oppTtunities 
for developing an expanding mental horizon are questionable. Yet if the 
fir~l cerebrotonic endowment is not developed and trained, t here is little 
doubt that the client will become a derelict. 
The high cerebrotonia was not the case of the homosexuality, but 
it probably precipitated frustration arising from a lack of understanding 
and poor training on the r:art of his early guardians and teachers. Such 
boys need to have their energies che.nnelized a t an early age. They need 
a special t:ype of education the.. t will appeal to the high endovli!lent of 
ment al curiosity and alertness. The nervous system in this case is 
highly developed and of good texture. The patient rebelled at t he con-
ventional approach to child training. The family situation was not 
adequate for proper trai ning. Sexual stimulation has absorbed the entire 
interest for ;rent of properly balanced stimuli. 
Case 13. The sophisticated homosexual. Somatotype predomin-
antly endomorph~c, motiva~on 544, high g and t, d nor.mal. I.Q. above 
average. High energy. Did not finish high school. Broken home. 
Patient has history of drinking and hamosexual indulgence. He is an 
opportunist with an eye to promoting his ovm ends by short cuts. The 
s ophis t ication cuts him off from self-appraisal and orientation. He 
needs schooling and discipline but will accept neither. His present 
mode of living will cause rapid deterioration. The prono@is in this 
case is guarded. 
How does one treat such a case in the clinic? There are many 
levels of homosexuality. The most successful seem to be those with 
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financial and professional securi~J who indulge in overt practice for 
aesthetic enjoyment rather than for economic reasons (male prostitution) . 
I t is t his latter type that degenerates rapidly. When the "bloom" is 
gone his resources decline rapidly. ~ey of these cases avoid treatmerrt 
centers, unless they are the dependent ~Jpe who need considerable affect ive 
S?pport outside of their associates . The post adolescent tj~e coming to 
the Inn are some\vhat more amenable to treatment than are the older group 
who avoid the practice of confession. 
All the oases seen in the Constitution Clinic have a high endow-
ment of alertness. This seems a necessary attribute of the successful 
"homo", since he is forced increasingly to live by his wits and avoid 
the disapproval and legal restraint of conventional society. Is the 
pre.ctioe of homosexuality on the increase in this country? There are no 
reliable statistics, but the practice seems to be a symptom of a decadent 
society. It would appear that the breakdovrn of social restraint permits 
such behavior to flourish increasingly unmolested. It is a practice 
indicating the turning away from religion to distractions. 
Unclassified conflicts . These seven cases do not fall within 
the other categories. A later reclassificatj.on might change the grouping . 
A conflicting si tua. tion exists 1 but the etiology is not clearly determined 
at this stage . There is an overlapping of classifications in some in-
stances . It is rare to find a classic case of true cerebrosis, homo-
sexuality, constitutional inferiority, etc .. This is true even of the 
well cla.s sified sys·tems :: such as that of Kraepelin. 
Case 14. Constitutional conflict involving high mesomorphy and 
high gynandromorphy. Middle range physique and motivation, high g, 
above average t , normal d. Low dynamometric grip. Adopted, foster 
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mother dead. Delinquent history. Quit high school before completing 
course. Temper outbursts, poor employment history. P..an ·with tough 
crmvd~ sullen, lazy, evasive . Adjustment at Inn very poor. The endow-
ment is good, but the client has never learned to live vd th his con-
flict (high g, high mesomorphy). Proper education and discipline would 
have helped here . The home background was bad. No wish to return to 
school, the Army is indicated. Patient is not a homosexual. Prognosis 
guarded . 
One might describe this case as being the true bisexual conflict. 
Both the masculine and the feminine attributes are present to a high and 
nearly equal degree. This creates a violent conflict both in physique 
and temperament. The high mesomorphy adds to the complication. On the 
other hand such a combination of components endm~s the subject with hi gh 
energy and the emotional gifts of the "b.vo sexes. In the case under 
scrutiny this super charge is unrestrained, and the result is anti-social 
behavior. The likelihood of a paranoid psychosis must be borne in mind . 
Poorly trained and adapted with constitutional bases. The next 
tv<ro groups are more within the normal range of constitutional patterns. 
The major problems appear to be bad environment and poor education. 
There are twenty-eight cases in the group above. The prognosis of adapta-
tion and treatability runs from three to five. Although many of the cases 
show some practice of minor delinquency, this is not a major factor. 
The wealmess is one of orientation, where the clients turn away from re-
sponsib ili ty. For the most part the intelligence is sufficient for 
adaptation through the use of proper stimuli. These were not supplied in 
early training. Often a broken home was the cause; the constitutional 
factor is that of poor texture or low energy. But usually the client had 
enough native capacity to adjust at a better level, if he had been trained. 
Many of the boys have had contacts with several foster homes . 
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Case 15. Highly plastic 6 poorly trained, bad associates. Middle 
range physique and motivation, average g, t, and d. Moderate energy, dull 
normal illtelligence. Mother died w!Bn patient was very young, father 
deserted. Chaotic early history. Quit high school. Highly susceptible 
to suggestion and influence, relects the attitudes of his associates. No 
vocatio~Al training or security of any kind. Has committed minor delin-
quencies. History of laziness, deterioration and poor adaptation at the 
Inn. Needs rigorous discipline and protection from bad influences. Re-
fuses to return to school, might join the military forces. Although of' 
fair endm~ent , he now belongs in the treatable class of four. 
Constitutional Research does not minimize the environmental facts 
in such cases. But the proposition is made that the response to social 
pressures is largel y dependent upon the native constitutional endowment. 
Fairly well adjusted (Classes I, II, III). Twelve subjects are 
in this section. They have made fairly sa tis factory adjustments at the 
Inn and ba. ve gained s o:rre thing from it. The tentative grade is based both 
on treatability and vocational adjustment. 
Case 16. Good artisan doing well. No abnonmalities of physique 
or temperament. First and second components predominate. Low g, good 
t, d 6. Average I.Q., high energy. Broken home, weak parents. Client 
now in high school doing fair work. Good athlete. Subject is slow, 
rather unima.gina ti ve and needs to be told what to do and when to do it. 
No delinquent history or sexual perversion. Will adjust satisfactorily 
in mechanic arts. Prognosis good at this level. 
Definitely dia~nosed as Class I. Two boys are in this class. 
They come from excellent environments and of good stock. One is already 
in college. The other has availed himself of tre clinic only, and has 
never lived in the Rouse. Both tl~se subjects have high texture and 
good intelligence. They are by constitutional endowment Class I people. 
Chapter Sunnna.ry. There are ten diagnostic groups for the tenta-
tive classification of the past adolescent boys seen in the clinic. The 
case records indicate that the problems are in some cases largely con-
stitutional, while in others the environmental conditioning has had much 
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to do with the problem presented. The findings are considered to be 
represent ative of constitutional categories for this level of society. 
The interpretations are in the process of being enlarged and revised. 
The purpose of the case studies is to show that treatment is dependent 
on the shrewdness of the diagnosis . Constitutional Research sets forth 
a f~ne of reference for the latter task, insofar as it affects delin-
quents and post adol escents. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CO!WL'USIONS .A1TJJ }~VALUATIONS 
The constitutional schema of behavior disorders. Can one gain an 
understanding of post adolescent problems from the orientation presented in 
this paper? The research clinic at the Inn seems to prove the affirmative. 
Even at the present stage of early development# the constitutional studies 
of boys give promise of a more definite ansvter to the whole field of 
youth maladjustment and delinquency. Since the studies are not fot~lized 
for other groups , it is difficult to say what the values might be in those 
cases. 
The research with boys seems to show that the p roblems of modern 
youth are a combination of basic heredi ta.ry factors plus the ~ffec ·t of the 
prevailing social psychology upon the developmental conditioning. Treat-
ment appears to be more favorable in those cases where the constitutional 
endowment approximates the "normal 11 • Cases of gross physiological in-
feriority , lmv energy, low intelligence and other abnormalities appear to 
be of doubtful prognosis because of the native endowment . 
On the other hand one has to consider social conditioning in all 
its ramifications of home , State , school, church, associates, and the like . 
The period o~ research has not been long enough to foretell the treatment 
outcome of' the cases under observation. It has been of value to the Inn 
to have a. tentative prognosis given for the clinic cases. The research 
itself has been interesting and unusual. The use n1ade of · i"t. and the value 
to the clients is quite another matter . 
Treatment and research. The present clinical experiment has been 
understaffed, as previously outlined in Chapter three. This is no con-
demnation, for departures in technique are usually launched rather in-
conspicuously. A fair evaluation cannot be made of the constitutional 
approach to post adolescent problems until the clinical procedures have 
been put to test by well trained and receptive clinical staffs . The 
present experiment is e. step forward in the field of dia~no sis and treat-
ment, one hopes. The success or reliability of immediate results is not 
too important. The method provides other clinical groups with a new 
field of investigation for test purposes . Within a year the constitutional 
procedures for research in the fields of physique, temperament and be-
havior disorders will have been standardized and published . The use of 
the material by other groups will depend on the soundness of the descrip-
tive schema as finally published, and not on the limitations of the present 
research project. The background of ·the schema goes much deeper than the 
success of its application to one experiment. 
However, research is probably finally justified only because it 
can be put to some practical use. ·The cooperation of the well ests.blished 
treatment agencies must be enlisted if one is to test the validity of the 
constitutional thesis. This task is not the immediate consideration or 
constitutional psychology. 
On the function of social worlle rs . This paper is presented as a 
proposed orientation for clinic workers. These include social workers. 
There needs to be a grm~h away from the accepted notion that social 
workers are primarily concerned with the manipulation of environment. 
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Better training will equ ip social workers to play a new role in the c l inical 
approach t o human problems. The pr imary orientationwould appear to be a 
thor ough understanding o:f human individuation. Another suggestion is t hat 
social workers might take the initiative in providing :for themselves the 
best met h od o:f description available. This is no presumption that the best 
procedure is offered by Constitutional Psychology. Yet the challenge is to 
evaluation it and t ake t hose elements adaptable to social work. 
The contradiction o:f a new departure is the tendency :for initiates 
to use it without perspective and to make it as narr ow as its predecessors . 
coy l d 
The application of constitutional methods to behavior problems me somewhat 
after the :fashion of the old alchemists who sought to turn everything into 
goJd and led chemistry a merry chase for several centuries. 
The closing note of this paper is an optimistic one. Social 
•vorlre rs are quite seriously taking stock of their equipment to meet human 
dif:ficul ties . The traini ng emphasis seems to be pointing in the direction 
of a more comprehensive understanding of the endowments ~ motives and needs 
of human. li fe . If the Constitutional orientation has something construe-
tive to off er , time will recognize the values . Mea~Nhile humor is t he 
levan of research. 
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Name 
SCHEDULE II. 
LIFE HISTORY OUTLI~~ TO BE USED FOR CLIENTS SEEN I N THE 
CONSTITUTION CLINIC 
Date Record No. 
Referring Agency or Person: 
Reason for Referral 
Sources of Information (if other. than client or social worh.'ers, state 
relationship and estimate of reliability). 
Request abstracts from referring agencies. 
Family History (race, education, social position, occupation, mental 
and physical disorders, description of build, alco-
holis~, delinquency, eccentricity, etc. of the members). 
Paternal Grandparents 
Paternal Uncles and Aunts 
Father 
Maternal Grandparents 
Maternal Uncles and Aunts 
Mot her 
Siblings (enumerate chronologically with ages, economic conditions, 
etc.) 
Personal History 
(Date and place of birth, was birth no~l, birth weight, early 
feed i ng, etc.). 
Early Development (Precocious, retarded, dentition, walking, 
talking, infection and dis eases). 
Neurotic Tra.i ts (Convulsions, enuresis, n.ight terrors, stammering, 
etc.). 
Play Life (Ability to adapt). 
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(Schedule II cont'd) 
(Personal History continued) 
School History (started and stopped at vrhe.t age and grade? 
Record . Grades skipped and repeated.) 
Occupational History (Lis t jobs chronologically., dates, wages 
why left, relations to fellow-workers., 
etc.). 
Habits (Alcohol, drugs , smoking). 
Sex Instruction (How extensive, by whom given.) 
Sex Interest and Practice (Autoerotic, homo and heterosexual 
experiences). 
Marital History (Acquaintance before marriage, makeup, habits, 
etc. of spouse, sexual satisfaction, separated, 
divorced). 
Medical History (Illnes ses , operations, accidents listed 
chronologically). 
Personality Makeup (Outline development of personality by five-
year stages giving outstanding traits, 
sensitising experiences, output of energy, 
intellectual capacity, sociability, mood, 
interests , abilities, books , religious 
affiliations, shy, suspicious, sensitive, 
romantic , etc.). 
Physical Examination (Posit ive findings, or state examination is negative). 
Psychometric Bindings 
(From Lif'e History Form of Boston Psychopathic Hospital. 
Adapted by the Writer.) 
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SCHEDULE 3 
£ 
Report from Work Department and 
Control Desk to Clinic 
NAME AGE TIME ON PROGRAM 
SPECIFIC JOB HERE REFERRED BY 
FOR HOW LONG A PERIOD? REASON FOR REFERRAL 
OBSERVATIONS IN HOUSE (rate A, B, C, D, E =excellent, good reaction; 
willing, slow, will learn; fair, will improve; poor, little hope for improve-
ment; impossible). Use space between items for brief comments. 
GRADE 
1. Work assignments (quality, punctuality). 
2. Personal deport!.llent (smoking, drinking, address, hat removal). 
3. Relationship to money (waster, indifferent, thrifty, steals). 
4. Care and treatment of personal and Inn property. 
5. Consideration of other people (staff, boys, outsiders). 
6. Kind of social affiliations boy makes (vulgar or serious group). 
7. Attitude toward girls (exploits, idealizes, ignores, homosexual). 
8. Maturational and educational goals (reading, ideals, orientation). 
9. Future plans, ambitions, initiative, resourcefulness. 
10. Participation in recreation in the fullest meaning of the term. 
11. Adherence to program (was it a sound one?) 
12. General estimate of capacities and potentialities of boy. 
RATED BY DATE 
REMARKS: 
(Adapted by writer from suggestions of psychologist . ) 
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SCHEDULE 4. 
H.G . I. Physica l Examinati on 
(Form originated by Constitutional Psychologist) 
Date: 
ame: Age Color Nativit.y 
Chief Complaint: 
Present Illness: 
Family History : 
Habits: 1. Te a 
2. Coffee 
3. Alcohol 
4. Tobacco " 
5. Medicine or drugs 
Past History: 
Summary Accid ents: 
Illnesses: 
(a) in childhood: 
(b) during adult life: 
Operations: 
Previous Hospital Entries: 
Serious Injuries: 
Systemic History: 
Head Eyes 
Ears Nose 
Teeth Throat 
Cardio-respiratory 
Gastro-Intestinal 
Genito-Urinary · 
.... ' . . Physical Examination 
Ht ___ _ Wt~--- B. P. ___ ~Hemoglobin ______ Wassermann ____ _ 
andjor 
I Skeletal and External Pathology ; 
Skeletal 
Skull 
Face 
Hair 
Skin 
II Glandular: Lymph glands (specify) 
Endocrine (specify) 
III Internal Pathology: 
Ears 
Palate 
Teeth crowded 
carious 
imperfectly developed 
Tonsils 
Nares 
Chest (specify) 
pulmonary 
cardiac 
upper respiratory 
Abdominal (specify) 
Genitalia (Specify) 
Hernia 
IV Motor Handicaps 
Limitation of motion 
Gait 
V Sensory 
Strabismus 
Nystagmus 
Hinton 
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Gross visual defects 
Left eyedness 
Deafness 
VI Neurological and Functional 
Reflexes (record as normal~ absent or exaggerated ) 
pupillary 
abdominal 
cremasteric 
patellar 
Stuttering 
Lisping 
Tics 
Nail biting 
Left handedness 
VII General Health Indication 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
VIII Recommendation 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
. . ~ ...... 
SCHEDULE 5. 
CHART FOR THE b'I'UDY OF HOEPHOLOOY 
EliDO:W.ORPHY I 
Round and soft. 
About equal in respect to 
anteroposterior and la-
t eral diameters. 
Small, with thin coHpacta . 
~IESO:MORPHY II 
1. General 
Hard and square . 
Large in respect to trans-
verse diameters , esp. 
those of the shoulders, 
forearms, and calves . 
0maller in respect to an-
teroposterior diamet ers. 
2. Bones - General 
Large , prominent with 
heavy compacta and 
heavy j oints. 
3. General Configuration 
Central concentration of 
mass . 
Trunk larger than limbs, 
abdomen larger than tho-
rax, proximal limbs 
r elatively large r than 
distal limbs. 
Rounding and "hamming " of 
upper arms and thighs. 
Smoothness of contours . 
~~usculature not well de -
veloped , with no musc l e 
r elief, no trapez ius, 
deltoid, or gastrocnemius 
relief. 
Large, spherical head, but 
not rugged. 
~ide , with lower face as 
wide as upper 
Smooth , soft , round, bland. 
Non-protruding nose . 
No central concentration 
of mass (lar ge trunk, 
however) . 
Thorax larger than abdo-
men . 
Distal segments of limbs 
relatively l arger than 
proximal segments. 
Heavy calves . 
rJo 11hamming" of arm and 
thigh . 
Musculature ruggedF promin-
ent, and massive -;d th high 
muscle r elief; prominence 
of trapezius and deltoid, 
and gastrocnemius . 
4. Head 
Heavy and pro~nent head 
bones . Heavy glabella 
and zygoma. Heavy jaws. 
Cubical type. Heavy 
face ("as compared with 
head). 
Presence of both mode r ate 
dolicocephaly and brachy-
cephaly . Low-vaulted 
(usually) skull with 
sloping forehead. 
5. Face. 
Broad and long; shield-
shaped; pentagonal . 
Massive , long , hard and 
muscular . 
ECTOMORPHY III 
Linear , fragile and 
delicate. 
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Small i n r espect to 
transverse anteropos -
terior diameters but 
the for mer larger 
than the latter. 
Small and delicate. 
Decentralization of 
mass . Trunk short, 
limbs long ( indi vidu-
al not necessarily 
t all, however) • 
Thorax longer than ab-
domen . 
Distal limbs relatively 
l ar ger than proximal 
limbs, but neither 
wel l developed. 
,jeak and thin upper arms 
and thighs. 
Musculature slight and 
"thready" with an ab-
sence of bulgy muscles . 
Slight head, with face 
mass less than crani-
al inass . 
Fragile bones. 
Irregular shape (head 
and face triangular). 
Frequent bosses. 
High bulbous forehead 
(frequently) • 
Flat top ( often) . 
Marked occipital pro-
jection 
Fragile and s ·~ : ... : ~ r, J. ve ; 
triangular. 
Nose sharp like a s l en-
der prow; with :: . -. ·· and 
Full soft lips. 
Ears: Flat, close to head 
and equally divided be-
tween lobe and pinnae. 
Palate: Low and wide, and 
parabolic. 
Forming obtuse angle with 
chin, in lateral vi ew. 
Broad, high, soft and 
"pneumatic." 
Actually a trifle broader 
than in Type II. 
Round "pneumatic" fulness 
of the buttocks, without 
dimpling at the sides. 
:;.:hole trunk "under pneu 
matic pressure." 
Straight in lateral view. 
Long trunk (unless ecto-
morphy interferes). 
';ride at base. 
Ribs forming wide angle 
with spine and with 
sternum. 
I 
·:ri til nose ~:tto r;a.sn1 -..te in 
projection, i'ir .. and 
heavy, both at base and 
nostrils. 
Lips: thick, firm and well-
muscled~ 
Angles softer directly in 
proportion to the amount 
of endomorphy. 
Ears: ~!.Jell-developed pinnae 
and lobes. Standing out 
somewhat from head (less 
than in Type III). 
6. Neck 
Usually long, wider than 
deep. 
7. Shoulders 
\Jide and massive. 
Good trapezius and deltoid 
development. 
8. Trunk 
~jassi ve abdominal muscles, 
esp. near Poupart's lig-
aments. 
Dimpling of muscles at la-
teral margins. 
9. Spine 
Upright trunk and straight 
upper back and curve "in 
lower lumbar region, 11 
which may be due to curve 
backvvard of sacrum. 
Long trunk, but with either 
long or short limbs. 
10. Chest 
Thorax wide at apex as 
compared with base. 
Strong and heavy ribs, form-
ing an intermediate angle 
between Types I and II. 
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Lips: Thin and delicate. 
Delicate, clearly dis-
tinguishable, but not 
prominent zygoma. 
Ears: Pinnae which are 
larger than the lobe; 
lobes often attached 
to neck. 
Palate: Highly-arched 
long and narrow. 
Lower jaw often crowded. 
Long and very slender. 
Under-developed trapezi-
us; with undeveloped 
musculature in general. 
fu1teroposterior diame-
ter nearly as large 
as lateral diameter. 
Projecting fo~vard with 
head from line of 
spine. 
Drooping, narrow, usu-
ally carried forward. 
No muscular relief. 
J int:: ed scapulae. 
Poor musculature; with 
scaphoid abdomen a-
bove, but sometimes 
pot-bellied below. 
Upper back rounded, and 
with curve of lower 
back high in lumbar 
region, 
Long thorax, _ ~er than 
abdomen, 
Narrow, not wic ·,t 
either base o~ ~ex. 
Baist: High, with wide s t 
part below the waist 
apt to be above the hips 
rather than at the 
trochanters. 
Abdomen: Protruding gener-
ally, and in front both 
above and below the navel. 
Short and tapering, with 
weak extremities. 
Short in distal segments 
with dominance of prox-
imal over distal segments. 
0mall, comparatively, as to 
hands and feet. 
"Hs-~uning" of upper arm and 
thigh. 
Curves of thighs and calves 
full and feminine (quite 
feminine in contour, if 
they are strong in I and 
weak in II). 
bmooth (even in old age), 
soft and velvety. 
Usually tight in youth, in 
later life frequently 
losing its elasticity, 
esp. if the subject ha s 
lost weight. 
Ro Gy, easily flushing . 
d th a tendency to burn at 
first, but taking a tan 
later. 
"Lilte the skin of an apple ." 
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11. ;,iaist and abdomen 
Eore slender than in Type 
I. Low, often very low. 
If protruding , above the 
navel. 
Pelvis: Sturdy and pm\Ter-
·ful, with broad hips 
(if hips are narrow, 
this type is compounded 
with Type III • 
12. Limbs 
Evenly proportioned a s to 
length of proximal and 
distal segments, though 
length may vary (ditto: 
fingers), 
Heavy and massive as to 
wrists, hands, and fin-
gers, but with no peri-
pheral weakening. 
13. Skin 
Thick and coarse with 
large pores. 
P~ch connective tissue 
and tightly bound to 
subcutaneous tissues. 
.ii th coarse and heavy 
wrinkling ("elastic 
vigor"). · 
Long heavy folds in f ace, 
(not fine wrinkle s as in 
Type III). 
;:..:Cllo ,.- , r i cher in pigment. 
A tendency t o tan well and 
keep the tan. 
11 Like the skin of an orange ." 
Prominent and delicate 
ribs vvi th costoverte-
bral angle and infra-
costal angl e sharp. 
Flat, rec edinc f rom 
nipple to clavicle. 
Flat, short, and shallow. 
If protrudinG, only be-
low the navel. 
Usually fragile and long 
as to fins ers and toes. 
Knuckles and . joints small 
and not prominent (if 
they are prominent, 
this is usually due to 
a mixture with Type II 
which helps in differ-
entiating Types III 
and II. 
Long in distal segments. 
·Thin and dry. 
Fine wrinkles, even in 
youth. 
Poor in elastic tissue. 
Loosely bound. (If 
pulled out, come s back 
slowly.) 
Poor, pale, and ashy. 
A tendency to burn and 
peel, not to tan eas-
ily. 
"Like the skin of an 
onion." 
71. 
Fine , easily managed. 
1/V i th baldness usually 
occurring from the 
vertex or crown. 
Rare ly massive as to 
chest hair. 
Pubic hair: tending 
tmmrd feminine type. 
Us ually hypoplastic. 
Penis: short, with small 
corona. 
Testes: frequently un-
descended. 
Scrotum: small and firm. 
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14. Hair 
Coarsest of the three types. 
More unruly than in Type I 
and l ess unrully than in 
Type III. 
,i i th baldness generally 
fir st in front. 
Pubic ha ir: t ending toward 
masculine type. 
15. Genitalia 
Usually well-developed and 
compact. 
Scrotum: thi ck and firm. 
Difficult t o c omb and 
to keep in place. 
Baldness rare. 
Pubic hair: of either 
the feminine or the 
masculine type. 
Linear, hypertrophic. 
Penis: long , with well-
developed corona. 
Test es : l~ft usually 
lower tha n right. 
Scrotum: long and l oose. 
72. 
Name 
Ht. 
Somatotype 
.,v.,, ..... , Summary: 
Dynamometric: R 
SUMMARY: 
SCHEDFLE 6. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL WORK SHEET 
Age Date 
Wt. 
II III IV v 
L Motivational Index: V- tonia S -tonia 
73 . 
Photo No. 
Record No. 
g t d 
C·tonia 
SCEEDULE 7. 
PSYCEOLOGI CJ.L REPORT 
N8me : No . Date interviewed 
S om2. tot~•pe 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
I . ECC~OMIC, VOCLTION! L 
PiiYSI C1".. L co-·•r[:/I'I TUTI 01~ 
d 
'iJork . Sp e cifi c , pre s ent end p[J; t oc;. cuDf'.tions . 
Lv i denc o s of intere st . 
Evidence s of a ctive partici pGt ions. 
g t 
I nt el l e c tua l g r as_p [:l1d f f',ctun l kno·.:;lodgc of skills, etc. 
Voc n tion0l ~mbltions f or the Futuro . ~~~~~=-~~~~~~~~~~~----
Wa r m intcrcss ts. VocE'.tlo:l.rl idon t ificat ionE: . 
Lct ive plans or prep~ ra tions . 
Compr ehensi ons , factua l ins i gbt s. 
74. 
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II . SOCih L - ADAF TIVE 
Evide~l.ces of <v a rmth in conter~porar;;;- companionships . 
Evidenc es of dynamic social cha r act e ristics . Gr oup affilia -
tions . Leadership , dominances . 
Evidences of (liscriminative understandinG or comprehens i on of 
associHtes . 
Sociological Developments and Ident ifica tions. 
Evidences of feeling for the extra - indiv1dua l impl ica tions of 
soc L : 1 life . Vi.fsnn patriot isms, loyalties. V'!arrnth of the 
;; soc ia l sense . n 
Evidences of ac tive exp re s sion of t he social s ense. Activities . 
Evidences of c omp r e h ension anr'J u nders tandi n g of socia l instit u -
t i ons . 
III • SEXUl'.L 
Sexual Inv e r si onal . 
Lvidences of inversional wa r mth . Shame . Emotiona l ity in con-
n e ction uith sexual f antasy , or with aut oerrotic or homosex-
u a l activity. 
75. 
. · 
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Evidences of i nversiont:>.l part icipat ion. Spec:'L fie activity. 
Autoerrotic , m8.sturbational, homosexual . 
I ntel l ectua l c omprehension and understanding of' inversi onal 
problems . 
Ext r oversional warmth . Hete ro sexual warm th. 
Act i vity . He t erosexuo. l conation. 
Comprehension a n c1 underst8.ndinr; of hetero sexual p robl ems . 
IV. OHIENTI TIONAL A ;~TD ASPIRl'TIOHAL . 
Specific Edu cati ol)a~_S elJ- deyel o pme22:! . 
V/armth and emotion al identi f ications with school, 
Part icipational activity or drive with r espect to education 
in g eneral, and with r espect to s pecific educational objec-
tives . 
76 • 
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Comprehension an~ understanding of implications of education . 
Wide r Orientational Identifications. 
Vlarrr.th E',nd feelin g for the general p roblem of formuleting H 
life purpose . A spira tione.l warmth . 
Ac tivit~y , extent and kind of r cadi:-'113 a:::1d of humai.1. questioning. 
How hard is this boy strivi~g for r eligious g rowth? 
Comprehensi on, insi ght, understanding . 
V. A2 STHETIC AITD RECREJ~TIOH.li_L. 
~ peciflc ~ecreational Expression. 
Warmt h of feel in ~:-~ for speci f ic -gam e s, movies, hobbies , trips, 
music . Identifica tions witb p rominent personn lities, etc. 
Active participations . Sports, music, going to movies, etc . 
~vidences of understandin~ and accurate knowled g e in this area . 
77. 
·---~ Aesthetic Manifestations. 
Warmth a nd depth of interest in natural aesthetics (natur a l 
h i story) , or in artifuctual aesthetic s (the arts) . 
Actua l participetion . (Bird study , outdoor life study, or 
attempt at a rtisti c exp r essi on, etc . ) 
Compreh ension and factual knowledge in these areas . 
VI . SPECIFIC MISBEiffiVIOR MAN I}ESTATIONS 
Excessive masturbB tion Runo.way from home Excessive t empe r 
t a ntrums 
Excessive heterosexual 'rruanting from school 
experinnces Lying 
Hombsexual experiences Fre ight riding 
Smoking Hitchhiking 
Drinking Bogging 
Stenling 
VII. STECI:i..-'IC AB1WRMli.LI'l'IE~) C'• F EMOTION 
High suggestibi lity 
Extreme sensitiveness 
Stubbornnes s 
Pugnacity 
Vile l anguage 
Superfici8.l emoti onal 
r esponse 
Marked emotional lability Emotional inexpressiv e ness 
Narciss ism 
VII I . SPECI FIC ABNORMALIT I ES OF ~: : ILL 
Weak willed (cnn ' t s eo things through) 
f_ bnormo.lly irapulsivo (uncontrolled , unrefl ectiv e s at i sfactioo 
of instincts or nppetites) 
~xcessiv e ly strong- will e d 
78. 
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Enuresis Lcft - hnnd cdnoss 
Stutt 0 rlng Othe r 
'l' i os 
S~ :CCil I C 1.2 ~ ET~; CF CU.Ri~CTJ..T.R (ov en if their u sc is c.t p r o::;ont 
:pci'vortod ; r efe r s t :J tro.j_ ts t J.J.e. t would lx~ hi ghl·y doo irr,ble 
5.f t l o gon l wor e o. wort)!J one) • 
Court e ous 2nd polit e 
l o y;.lty 
1 o r sovc r cnc o 
Pl nnfulness 
l ort i_ tude 
C ·ope r r. tiv on e ss 
Thrift (u s u a lly snv c s pnrt of earnings 
0 r [•. ll0'N8.l1C C) 
·J b od i o~lt to nuthori ty 
1
' Good c. port'' ( choo r· f~:tl los o l'; f c.l r in ; '·o.m os , etc.) 
~~I . DI S :?J.'I' I~lLC'I'i (}i\T S , F'RDFl'R!.'TIC. • ITE:~ , t ~·TD C . NFLICT.~ (indicate presence 
or ."'_boonc c of c ~ · c l" and ho·a the b oy mc.ru::e;c s t hose ; i . e ., by 
he c:- 1 t ~T f:l.bs orr ·t i on , by rr1ent : l c J c1.:fli c t or r epr ession , by compen-
so.t ory attitude or rnlobohuvio i') 
E o . self ( ph~Tsic P. l ~:t~1.d monc:<.l inferiori ti c n) 
Rc . pr~. r o11.t s 
sibs 
sex 
sc> ool 
economi c c ircum~' tr11COG 
r e ligion 
sociP.l r e l ations ( compf'l1.l0'1G , r c crca tio ~:ts c. '1d p lof'.sur o s, 
clubs OI' g roup, g~nG ) 
oth e r ( spocif ~i) 
79. 
,.., .. 
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XII . PSYCHIATRIC CLP.SSIFICITIOJ'T 
Constitutional infe r i ority 
Psychopathic person8 lity 
Psychoneuro tic 
Fre - psychoti c 
Ps7 cho t i c 
Post encephilit i c 
Traumatic 
Epileptic 
Othe r abnormalities without p sycho s ls 
Not classlfiablt; above , but has marked persona lity clifflculties 
(list) 
XI II . SHORT FORM MO~'IVA~noNAL SCALE 
I II III 
1. 1 . 1 . 
2 . 2 . 2 . 
3 . 3 . 3 . 
4 . 4 . 4 . 
5 . 5 . .. V o 
--
b . ~ 6 . 6 . 
7 . 7 . 7 . 
8. - - - 8 . 8 . 
9 . 9 . a v • 
10 . - - - 10 . 10 . 
.2. 
·- --
- - -
-
D;yunmomotric st r ength 
Energy l e v e l . Total en e r gy 
XIV . P? ~rCHOLOGIST 1 S sm,TMARY Il:rD RECOMMENDFriOJITS . 
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SCHEDULE 8 
PSYCHO LO G-I CAL A!Tf-. LYSIS 
Mot ivational Index- Energy Level -
Expr essi =- n of Motiv2tion By Components.(Short Form Motivational ScB.le) 
1. Vi sc erot onia (~irst Component ) . 
Relaxation 
bxterna l affection warmth . (Ext rov ersion of feeling). 
Appetites (G luttonies - for food s , for social oompany, for 
physical comforts) . 
2 . Somatotonia (Second Component) . 
Assertiveness of posture and movement. (~xtroversion of action). 
l<orce f ulne s s , social aggressiveness. Strength of will to dominate . 
Insensi ti " eness (especially to inhibitory sug _s estion). 
3 . Cerebrotonia (Third Component) . 
Tens eness . Unrela xnbility 
Inte r ne.lization of r e s ponse (introverts i on of both feeling and 
ac tion) ~ 
Ove rsensitivity (especially to i nhibitory sugge s t ion). 
Intensit y and ext en si ty of awareness . 
C omponen~ Motivation as 1xpressed in the 1-rimnry itnvi ronmental i-res -
s u re Fields. 
l. Su s taining }'ield 
l' ood, shelter, 
money, etc . Rela-
tion s to t :· e ~arth . 
f2 . ;::; oci Ll l<i !ld . 
Adaptive r elat i ons 
V_:i..s cer oton ia 
to other individuals; 
to soci et y in general . 
Somat otonia Ce r ebrotonia 
rl 
a:1 
C) 1---,::-----.,.-'-::~~-------,----------+--------t----- -----···  3 . Sexual l<ie l d . 
•rl 
b() 
() 
rl 
0 
•rl 
~ 
H 0 C/) 
(]) •rl ~ 
Jj ~) rl 
hete rop s ychic, and/or 
gynand rop s ycbic. 
maturation . 
. . . ····- . -::--'·-- --
4 . 1· ield of soals and 
pur poses . 
... - .. - ·- --- .. 
Mab.1rBtion of immediate 
and g eneral orientationel 
g oals . 
bOa:l (1) ~~~----~~~~--~~- -- ---------------~--~--------~-----------------iJ 8r£15 . Aesthetic Matu ra t i on . 
~- tl atur&tion of Se ns i tivit i e s 
~ in all four fields . 
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Aichorn, Aut;ust 
Alexander, Franz and 
Healy, Will ia.m 
Glueck, Sheldon and 
Eleanor 
Hartwe 11, Samuel W. 
Hea ly, William and 
Bror.mer., Augusta 
Shaw, Clifford R. 
, and 
McKay, Henry D. 
Haggard, Eowa rd W. 
Hoskins, R.G. 
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